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Introduction
Introduction
Hello and welcome. This help guide should help you to find your feet in our online
casino, providing a summary of how you use our interface to play the different
games we offer, as well as more in-depth assistance for newer players. The help
pages are fully searchable, and include a glossary of terms and an index as well as a
table of contents in the left-hand pane.
Using This Help Guide
There are several ways to use this guide. Probably the most convenient way will be
to use the Table of Contents to find the game you want to play, and simply read the
topics contained in that section. If you are stuck for a particular topic, use either the
search tab or the index, all of which are included in the left-hand pane.
If you encounter a term that is unfamiliar, have a look in the Glossary tab - again, in
the left-hand pane of this Help system - and you will probably find a definition there.
Most of the pages contain links to other parts of the Help system, and if you are
reading a description of a particular button, and want more information about what it
does, there will probably be a link within the description, to a more detailed
explanation.
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Getting Started
Getting Started
By the time you read this, you will probably have got started already, but just in case
you are having difficulty:
Our online Casino games can be accessed in several ways; you can access them
via the website, using your browser directly or download our Game Client. Some of
the games are available for mobile devices too, links are on the website.
When you open an account, you can choose whether to start playing with real
money, or to begin in Practice Mode, using "Practice Credits".
Apart from the game controls themselves, which are all explained in the sections
dedicated to those games, you will find that there is a "Button Bar" at the bottom of
each screen, that enables you to access and change some of your account settings
and preferences, whether you want to turn the sound on or off, or add credits to your
account.
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Game Clients
On the home-page, or Lobby, there are five options:







Cashier. The Cashier enables you to put money into your account, as well as
take your winnings out of it.
My Account. This allows you to view and edit your account settings and see
the history of the games you have played (Playback).
Help. The Help link allows you to access the casino's online help pages - this
manual!
Contact. The Contact line enables you to get in touch with the Casino's
technical support staff, who will help with any problems you might have
encountered.
Tournaments. This opens the Tournament Lobby, which lets you enter and
play games to compete against other players.
 This feature is not available if you are using the Mobile client.

To Play the Games

To play one of the games, simply follow these instructions:
1. First, find the Game you wish to play. There are three ways to do this:
a.
Click one of the buttons along the top of the screen to select a particular game
type; Classic Slots, Video Slots etc...
b. Click on the panel of game icons and drag the mouse to the left or right
to scroll through the available games.
c. Use the Search feature to find games using keyword searches.
Once you have chosen a game, you can start playing it in one of two ways:
.
Double-click on a game icon, to launch it immediately.
a. Single-click a game icon, to see more information about it, and then
click the green Play button to launch it.
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Common Button Bar
At the bottom of every game screen, regardless of the type of game, there is a slim
control panel, or "button bar", that allows you to access and control some of the
casino's general functions. These include:










Your Credit Account Window. On the left-hand side of the bar is a window
that shows you at all times, how much actual credit you have in your casino
account. This always shows the actual amount you have left, as opposed to
the number of coins you have left, which is dependent on the coin type you
are using.
The Cashier Button. This button allows you to access your account balance,
and perform functions such as switching from practice mode, using play
money, to using real money, or to add more credits to your account.
The Lobby Button. This allows you to return to the Lobby area, in order to
select a new game. Note that many games will save your settings, and allow
you to continue a game later on, from the same point you left.
The Playback Button. This button opens the Playback application, which
allows you to see your game history.
The Help Button. This allows you to access these pages.
The Options Button. The Options button activates a pop-up panel that
allows you to turn on or off the music and sound effects of the games.

Note: The Mobile client and games have a different Button Bar, see the mobile
pages for details.
Note: In the games below, the Playback button is replaced by a Menu button, which
gives access to the Playback application.
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Classic Slot Games
Classic Slot Games
Classic Slot Games are very similar to the traditional "One Armed Bandit" slot machines.
Each game is slightly different, with different graphics, scoring combinations, paylines and
features; but the fundamentals are the same in all of them, and once you understand the
basics, you can pick and choose until you find your favourites.
All Slot games are played using 'coins', which are used to represent wagers and payouts. See
the General Layout section for more details.
There are two main kinds of Classic Slot game: ones with a single payline, and ones with
multiple paylines.
 Single Payline games will only pay out for winning combinations displayed
along the central line of the reels. You can recognise them because they will
usually have a table showing the different amounts that can be won when you
bet more than one coin.
 Multiple Payline games can pay out for winning combinations on up to 5 lines,
going across the top, middle and bottom of the reels, and diagonally from
corner to corner. You can select how many of these paylines you want to bet
on each time you spin. Betting on multiple paylines usually costs one coin per
payline.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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General Layout
Classic Slots General Layout
The design of each game is different, but each Classic Slot game will have some
combination of the following elements:
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Single Payline Pay Table. If the game has only a single payline, it will usually
have a table showing the different winning combinations and jackpot totals
that are available when different numbers of coins are bet.
See Example...



Multiple Payline Grid. If the game has multiple paylines, it will display an
image something like the one in the example below, showing how many
paylines are available and what the jackpots are worth on each line.
See Example...

Casino Help



Wild Symbols. In each game, one or more symbols can be "wild". Wild
symbols can be substituted for any other symbol (not including Feature
symbols) to complete a winning combination. Some games offer a bonus for a
winning combination that includes a wild symbol. In games where the Wild
symbol also pays a multiplier on a win, the mulitplier does not apply to any
wins that only involve the Wild symbol, i.e. the multiplier only applies if the
Wild symbol is substituting for another symbol.
See Example...

A Wild Dream Wheel symbol completes a line of cherries.


Pay Tables. Every game will display a pay table; a list of winning
combinations and how much they are worth. Special symbols and the rules for
them vary from one game to another, and these will also be displayed on the
game screen.
See Example...
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When you win, the winning combination and its score will light up, like the Any
Mix line on this table.

Coins and Coin Balance
All Slot games are played using 'coins', which are used to represent both wagers and
payouts.
When playing a Slot game, your current balance at the casino is converted to coins
and shown in the Coins Balance. The number of coins displayed in the Coins
Balance will depend on the Coin size that is selected.


Example; if you have a balance of 10 credits and the Coin size is set to 0.05,
you will see this represented as 200 coins in the Coins Balance.

The number of coins required for the currently configured wager is shown next to
Bet, above the Bet Max button. The amount of coins for the wager can be changed
using the Bet One or Bet Max buttons, some games also have 'Coins' and 'Lines'
buttons that will change the configured wager.
When you select Spin, you make a wager equal to the number of coins shown next
to Bet. This is deducted from your balance using the calculation;


Coin size multiplied by Bet.

When you get a win and receive a payout from a Slot game, it is also shown in coins.
The total amount of coins won is shown above the Spin button next to Win. This is
added to your balance using the calculation;
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Classic Slots: Single Payline Games
Games with a single payline will only pay out if you get a winning combination across
the middle of each reel (Some symbols will pay out if you only get one or two of
them, but they must still be in the middle of the reel)!
Single Payline games will sometimes have bonus features, or a special jackpot that
you can win if you bet more than one coin. The Pay Table shown on the game
screen will tell you what this is. In the pay table in the example below, you can see
that if you bet 3 coins, the jackpot is more than 3 times as much as the payout if you
had only bet 1 coin.
See Example...

You can specify how many coins you want to bet on each spin, either by clicking on
the column you want (in this case Coin 1, Coin 2 or Coin 3), or by using the Bet One
and Max Bet buttons at the bottom of the screen.
Remember: you can change the value of the coins you are using if you want to bet
higher or lower amounts!
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Classic Slots: Multiple Payline Games
Classic Slot games with multiple paylines can – depending on how many coins you
bet on each spin – pay out for winning combinations that appear on up to 5 different
lines, as shown in the picture below. It usually costs 1 coin to bet on each payline.

In the game shown here, betting 1 coin would only allow you to win on payline 1
(yellow), which goes across the middle of the reels. Betting 2 would also allow you
to win on payline 2 (blue) across the top. Each coin adds one more payline, up to 5
coins, which allows payouts on all three horizontal lines, as well as the diagonal lines
running corner to corner in both directions. In this example, there are winning
combinations in both lines 4 and 5.
Note that the more paylines you bet on, the higher the potential Jackpot becomes,
with the top payout for payline 1 being 100, whereas the same result on payline 5 will
win 2400.
Note: You can only bet on paylines in ascending order. If you only want to bet on
one payline, it will always be payline 1; you could not choose to bet only on payline
5.
Selecting Paylines

You can select the number of paylines to bet on by clicking on either the line number
or the Jackpot value of the line you want in the payline grid. For example: in the
game pictured above, if you want to bet on 3 paylines, click on the green number 3
on the left, or the green 600 on the right.
Note: In some games, only the line number can be selected.
Note: In some games, paylines can only be selected using the Lines button.
You can also click on the Bet One button to increase the number of paylines you are
betting on by 1. Clicking Bet One again after you get to the maximum number of
paylines will take you back to 1.
Clicking on the Max Bet button will select the maximum number of paylines, and then
automatically spin the reels.
Tip: Some games have a minimum coin value. Make sure you know how much you
are betting by checking the Bet display as well as the Coin display!
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Classic Slots: Pay Tables
The Pay Tables on Classic Slot games
look different depending on whether the
game has a Single Payline or Multiple
Paylines.
In Single Payline games, the Pay Table
will usually look something like this. It
shows all the main winning
combinations available in the game
(some of the special bonus features
may be described separately), and lists
the payout amounts for each win,
depending on how many coins you bet.
The column showing the winnings for
the number of coins you have currently
got selected will be lit up, and if a
winning combination comes up, the
amount you won will light up.
In Multiple Payline Games, the Pay
Table does not normally have to show
information about more than one payout
per winning combination, and so the
tables are usually simpler. The highest
value wins on Multiple Payline games are often shown on the Payline Grid instead of
the Pay Table (as these amounts can vary depending on the payline containing the
winning combination).
When you win on a Multiple Payline game, the winning combinations on the table will
each light up in turn, as shown on the table below.
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Button Bar
Classic Slot Games Button Bar

Each Classic Slot game has a control panel or Button Bar towards the bottom of the
screen, which you use to control how you play each game. The design of the Button
Bar will vary between games, but they all contain variations on the following buttons
and displays.
Note: When playing Slot games on the Mobile Client, some buttons and features
may not be available.
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Ticker Display. This is the display window at the top of the Button Bar on
most games. It displays information relevant to the game. The exact
information given varies between games.
Win Display. This display is usually on the right, above the Spin button. If you
have just won a payout, the Win Display will tell you how much you have won,
in Coins.
Coins Balance Display. This display is usually found on the left of the Button
Bar, and shows you how many Coins you have left to bet. Note that this will
vary depending on the value of the coins you are using. If you have 1000
credits and are using 1 credit coins, the Coin Balance will read 1000. If you
are using 100 credit coins, the Coin Balance will read 10.
Coin Selector. The Coin Selector looks slightly different on each game, but
always shows a coin of the value that is currently selected for betting on this
game. To change the value of the coins you are using, click on the Coin
Selector. Each time you click, the Selector will increase the denomination of
the coin, until the highest value coin available is shown, after which it will
return to the lowest value. Simply click on the Coin Selector until the coin you
want is displayed.
Note: Not all games have the same selection of coins; make sure you know
how much you are betting before you spin!
Coins Display. The Coins display is normally just above the Bet One button.
It shows how many Coins are set to be bet on each spin. You can change this
either by clicking on the Bet One button, or by selecting a different number of
paylines.
Bet One Button. The Bet One button increases the number of coins you are
betting on each spin, by one coin, up to the maximum possible for the game
being played. In a Multiple Payline game, this increases the number of
paylines that you will bet on. Clicking the Bet One button when the bet is
already at its maximum will return the bet to its lowest setting (usually 1 coin).
Auto Spin Display and Button. The Auto Spin button allows you to set the
game to spin a number of times automatically. Once activated, the Auto Spin
will continue placing bets and spinning automatically, until the number of auto-
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spins has been completed, while the display tells you how many automatic
spins are left.
While Auto Spins are in progress, the button changes into a Stop button.
Clicking the Stop button will end the Auto Spin sequence at the end of the
current spin.
Bet Display. This screen is usually just above the Max Bet button, and it
shows the total number of Coins that are set to be bet on the next spin.
Max Bet Button. The Max Bet button is usually positioned on the right, just
next to the Spin button. Clicking the Max Bet button sets the bet to the
maximum allowable bet for this game, and automatically spins the reels.
Note: the Max Bet button will not change the value of the coins you have
selected, it will only bet the maximum number of coins possible on a single
spin.
Spin Button. This button spins the reels, making a bet with the settings you
have specified, as long as there is enough credit in your account to do so.

Playing the game with a keyboard

If you are playing this type of game using a device with a mouse and keyboard, the
following keyboard keys can be used to control the game;



Spacebar: Spin
S key: Spin
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Coin Selector
A coin Selector allows you to select the value of the coins that you are betting on a
particular game. You can change the value of the coins you are using by clicking on
the Coin Selector button on the game’s Button Bar. The Coin Selector button will
look like a coin of the value that is currently selected.
Clicking on the Coin Selector button will increase the value of the coins you are
betting to the next denomination coin available. Clicking repeatedly will increase the
value up to the maximum coin size available, and then return to the lowest value coin
used in that game.
Note: Not all games use the same selection of coins, so certain coin values will be
unavailable in some games.
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Auto Spin
Clicking the Auto (or Auto Spin) button will open a popup panel that allows you to set the game to make a
number of automatic bets on your behalf. You can
adjust the number of times the game will automatically
spin, either by clicking on one of the numbered buttons
(clicking 50 will set the game to make 50 automatic
spins), or by increasing and decreasing the number
using the + and – buttons.
Once you have specified the number of automatic spins you want, click on the Start
Auto Spin button. If you decide that you do not want to use the automatic spin
feature, click on the X button in the top right hand corner.
Stopping an Auto Spin Sequence

While Auto Spins are in progress, the Auto button changes into a Stop button.
Clicking the Stop button will end the Auto Spin sequence at the end of the current
spin.
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Game Details
Break the Bank Classic Slot
Break the Bank is a standard Classic Slot with a bank robbery theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (5)
Wild with a multiplier (Safe)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The overall return to player is calculated as:




For 1 or 2 coins/lines, total player return % = 91.8
For 3 or 4 coins/lines, total player return % = 91.9
For 5 coins/lines, total player return % = 92.0

Paytable:
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Cash Puppy Classic Slot
Cash Puppy is a Classic Slot with a cartoon canine theme.
The features of this game are:







3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (5)
 When viewing game history in Playback, the payline wins for a 5 coin
bet are shown
Wild with a multiplier (Cash Puppy)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination
The 'Any Mix' win is a payout for any combination of the Bar-1, Bar-2 or Bar-3
symbols.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 97.5

Paytable:
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Diamond Dare Classic Slot
Diamond Dare is a standard Classic Slot with a diamond theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Single Payline
Wild with a multiplier (Diamond)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.0

Paytable:
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Diamond Dare Bonus Bucks Classic Slot
Diamond Dare is a standard Classic Slot with a diamond theme.
The features of this game are:






3 reels x 3 symbols
Single Payline
Feature Symbol (Bonus Bucks)
 Only on Reel 3
 Activates Feature when on Reel 3 of payline
 Bet must be 4 Coins to activate Feature Game
 With a 4 coin bet, the 'Coin 4' symbol will highlight and the
paytable will highlight the coin 3 column.
Wild with a multiplier (Diamond)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 Wild does not substitute for the Bonus Bucks symbol
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Bonus Bucks symbol activates Feature Game when on Reel 3 of payline
 With a 4 coin bet, the 'Coin 4' symbol will highlight and the
paytable will highlight the coin 3 column.

The Feature Game prizes:


The value of the other prizes that can be won from the Feature Game are
between 0.05 and 1000 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:



For 1 to 3 coins/lines, total player return % = 90.7
For 4 coins, total player return % = 93.6

Paytable:
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iSevens Classic Slot
iSevens is a Classic Slot with a tablet and apps theme.
The features of this game are:







Lines Button. The Lines Button allows you to change the number of paylines
you bet on. Clicking it will increase the number of paylines in use by one, until
the maximum is reached, after which it will return to one payline.
Coins Button. The Coins Button allows you to change the number of coins you
are betting on each active payline, up to the maximum allowable for the game.
3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (5)
Standard Wild (iSeven)
 When viewing game history in Playback, the payline wins for a 5 coin
bet are shown

The 'Any Mix' win is a payout for any combination of the Bar-1, Bar-2 or Bar-3
symbols.
The overall return to player is calculated as:



For 1 to 4 Lines, total player return % = 96.8
For 5 Lines, total player return % = 96.9

Paytable:
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Magnificent 7s Classic Slot
Magnificent 7s is a standard Classic Slot with a Western theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (3)
Standard Wild (Magnificent7)

The overall return to player is calculated as:




For 1 coin/line, total player return % = 94.0
For 2 coins/lines, total player return % = 94.4
For 3 coins/lines, total player return % = 95.0

Paytable:
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Mermaid Serenade Classic Slot
Mermaid Serenade is a Classic Slot with a mermaid theme.
The features of this game are:





3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (5)
 When viewing game history in Playback, the payline wins for a 5 coin
bet are shown
Wild with a multiplier (Mermaid)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The 'Any Mix' win is a payout for any combination of the Bar-1, Bar-2 or Bar-3
symbols.
The overall return to player is calculated as:



For 1 to 4 Lines, total player return % = 96.3
For 5 Lines, total player return % = 96.4

Paytable:
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Minted Sevens Classic Slot
Minted Sevens is a standard Classic Slot with a clean 7s theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Single Payline
Wild with a multiplier (MintedSeven)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.2

Paytable:
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Overdrive Classic Slot
Overdrive is a standard Classic Slot with an American race series theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (3)
Standard Wild (Car)

The overall return to player is calculated as:




For 1 coin/line, total player return % = 92.1
For 2 coins/lines, total player return % = 92.5
For 3 coins/lines, total player return % = 93.1

Paytable:
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Pina Nevada Classic Slot
Pina Nevada is a standard Classic Slot with a cocktail theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (5)
Standard Wild (Piña Nevada)

The overall return to player is calculated as:






For 1 coin/line, total player return % = 89.2
For 2 coins/lines, total player return % = 89.6
For 3 coins/lines, total player return % = 90.0
For 4 coins/lines, total player return % = 90.3
For 5 coins/lines, total player return % = 90.9

Paytable:
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Rising Sun Classic Slot
Rising Sun is a standard Classic Slot with a Japanese theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (5)
Wild with a multiplier (Girl)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The overall return to player is calculated as:




For 1 or 2 coins/lines, total player return % = 91.8
For 3 or 4 coins/lines, total player return % = 91.9
For 5 coins/lines, total player return % = 92.0

Paytable:
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Runaway Train Classic Slot
Runaway Train is a standard Classic Slot with a train/gold rush theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Multiple Payline (5)
Standard Wild (Train)

The overall return to player is calculated as:






For 1 coin/line, total player return % = 87.0
For 2 coins/lines, total player return % = 87.6
For 3 coins/lines, total player return % = 88.1
For 4 coins/lines, total player return % = 88.7
For 5 coins/lines, total player return % = 90.1

Paytable:
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Santa's Surprize Classic Slot
Santa’s Surprize is a standard Classic Slot with a Christmas/Santa Claus theme.
The features of this game are:






3 reels x 3 symbols
Single Payline
Feature Symbol (Gift)
 Only on Reel 3.
 Activates Feature when on Reel 3 of payline
 Bet must be 4 Coins to activate Feature Game
 With a 4 coin bet, the 'Coin 4' symbol will highlight and the
paytable will highlight the coin 3 column.
Wild with a multiplier (Stocking)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 Wild does not substitute for the Gift symbol
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The Feature Game prizes:


The value of the other prizes that can be won from the Feature Game are
between 5 and 1000 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:



For 1 to 3 coins/lines, total player return % = 90.7
For 4 coins, total player return % = 93.6

Paytable:
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Scorching Sevens Classic Slot
Scorching Sevens is a standard Classic Slot with a fire and the number seven
theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 rows
Single Payline
Wild with a multiplier (Scorching Sevens)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 92.1

Paytable:
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Stars N Stripes Classic Slot
Stars ‘N Stripes is a standard Classic Slot with a USA flag and the number seven
theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 rows
Single Payline
Wild with a multiplier (Flag)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.8

Paytable:
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Wild Berry Classic Slot
Wild Berry is a standard Classic Slot with a wildlife/fruit theme.
The features of this game are:




3 reels x 3 symbols
Single Payline
Wild with a multiplier (Ladybug)
 1x Wild = 2x Multiplier
 2x Wild = 4x Multiplier
 The multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another
symbol.
 A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination

The overall return to player is calculated as:



For 1 or 2 coins/lines, total player return % = 90.7
For 3 coins/lines, total player return % = 90.8

Paytable:
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Video Slot Games
Video Slot Games
Video Slot games are similar in principle to Classic Slot games, but have many more
functions, features, and complexities. They have five reels, compared with the three
reels in a Classic Slot game, up to 50 paylines, and much higher potential payouts.
All Slot games are played using 'coins', which are used to represent wagers and
payouts. See the General Layout section for more details.
All Video Slot games pay out from left to right. This means that winning combinations
only count if they begin in the left reel and continue along a payline without any
breaks. K-K-K-A-K therefore counts as three Ks, not four; and A-K-K-K-K would not
pay out at all.


Scatter symbols are exempt from this rule, and are valid in any reel, and on
any payline.

Some of the features of Video Slot games include:






Bonus Games
Additional Paylines
Unique Bonus Symbols
Scatter Symbols
Animated Symbols

There are also Spin 16 games, offering an exciting new way to play slots.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
If you are playing Video Slots using the Mobile client, the interface is explained on
the Mobile Button Bar page.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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General Layout
Video Slots: General Layout
Although the visual designs and specific features of Video Slot games are different,
the basic layout of each game is similar, and they are operated in the same way,
with one or two variations. To see the specific rules, payout values and special
features of each game, click on the Pay Table button, which is usually located on the
corner of the Button Bar towards the bottom of the screen.
The game screens of all the Video Slot games contain the following sections:
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The Reels. The reels on Video Slot games take up much more space than
those on Classic Slots. Each Video Slot game has 5 reels, and each reel
displays 3 rows of symbols at any one time. Some of these symbols will
animate if they are part of a winning combination.
The Payline Buttons. Video Slot games can have up to 50 paylines
(although most do not have quite that many). These are selected by clicking
on the numbered buttons on either side of the reels, or by using the Lines
Button on the Button Bar. When the Payline selection is changed, a diagram
showing the paylines currently selected will be displayed across the reels.
Details of available paylines are also shown on the Pay Table screen.
See Example...

Casino Help
You can see from the illuminated lines that 7 Paylines are selected here.
Clicking one of the other buttons changes that.




The Button Bar. The Button Bar, near the bottom of the screen contains all
the controls and displays needed to play the game. These show you how
much you are betting, how much you have won and how much you have got
left, and allow you to change the game settings and access some of the
game’s special features (such as the Gamble feature included in some
games), as well as the Pay Table screen.
The Pay Table Button. In most games, this is part of the Button Bar, and is
vitally important if you want to understand how a Video Slot game works. You
can click on the Pay Table Button at any time, to see the details of the game’s
scoring system, paylines and special features.

Coins and Coin Balance
All Slot games are played using 'coins', which are used to represent both wagers and
payouts.
When playing a Slot game, your current balance at the casino is converted to coins
and shown in the Coins Balance. The number of coins displayed in the Coins
Balance will depend on the Coin size that is selected.


Example; if you have a balance of 10 credits and the Coin size is set to 0.05,
you will see this represented as 200 coins in the Coins Balance.

The number of coins required for the currently configured wager is shown above or
inside the Bet Max button. The amount of coins for the wager can be changed using
the Coins, Lines or Bet Max buttons.
When you select Spin, you make a wager equal to the number of coins shown next
to Bet. This is deducted from your balance using the calculation;


Coin size multiplied by Bet.

When you get a win and receive a payout from a Slot game, it is also shown in coins.
The total amount of coins won is shown above the Spin button. This is added to your
balance using the calculation;


Win multiplied by Coin size.
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Video Slots: Pay Table Screen
If you want to find out how a Video Slot game works, go to the Pay Table Screen, by
clicking on the Pay Table Button, which in most cases is on the Button Bar for that
game. The Pay Table Screen provides all the information you will need to
understand how each game works, providing details of the different payouts for
different combinations of symbols, diagrams showing the different paylines available,
and the rules for special symbols and bonus features unique to that game.
Like the game screens themselves, the precise design of each Pay Table Screen
differs from game to game, but all Pay Table Screens will contain the following
information:
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Payout amounts for combinations of 3, 4 or 5 consecutive symbols (higher
scoring symbols will sometimes payout if a sequence of 2 is present).
See Example...



Which symbol or symbols are wild, and whether any special rules or bonuses
apply to payouts when the payline includes a wild symbol. Note that all the
payout numbers are per coin bet on each payline, unless a game’s specific
bonus features modify this.
See Example...



The rules for Scatter Symbols and the bonuses they provide. Generally,
multiple Scatter Symbols will give the player a number of automatic free spins,
but some games also offer bonuses related to Scatter Symbols, such as
calculating payouts based on the total number of coins wagered, rather than
just the number of coins bet on each payline.
See Example...



Details of any additional Bonus Symbols, and what their effects are.
See Example...
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Details of special features included in that game, and how they are triggered.
These may be related to a Bonus Symbol, or, like the Gamble feature, may be
available after any win.
Diagrams showing where the paylines are for that game. These are not in a
fixed format, but they will show the different paylines clearly.
See Example...

Two different ways of representing the Paylines on Video Slot Game Pay
Table Screens.


Each Pay Table screen will also have a link to take you back to the main
game screen.
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Video Slots: Paylines
All Video Slot games have the option of betting on multiple paylines. The exact
number of paylines available ranges from 9 up to 50. Unlike Classic Slot games,
Video Slot games allow you to bet more than one coin on each payline; the number
of coins bet on each line is controlled by the Coins button on the Button Bar. When
you first visit a new game, it will be set to the maximum number of lines.


Note: Max Ways Video Slot games work differently, see the Max Ways page
for more details.

There are three controls in Video Slot games that enable you to change the number
of paylines you are betting on:
The Payline Buttons

The Payline Buttons are arranged on either side of the reels; depending on how
many paylines are available, each line could have a button on both sides of the
screen, or there may be only one button per line. To select a particular number of
lines, you can click on the appropriate button. This will select all the paylines up to
that number. Each time you click on a Payline Button, the paths of the active
paylines will be displayed across the reels.
See Example...
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The Lines Button

The Lines Button is located on the Button Bar, and clicking it will increase the
number of paylines in use by one, until the maximum is reached. Clicking the Lines
button when the maximum number of paylines has been selected will return the
selection to one payline.
The Bet Max Button

Clicking on the Bet Max button has the effect of setting the number of paylines and
the coins-per-line setting to their maximum for that game, and spinning the reels
automatically.
Note: You can only select the number of paylines to bet on, you cannot choose
which ones they are. For example: if you select 3 paylines, the lines in play will
always be lines 1, 2 and 3.
Win Lines Read from Left to Right

One significant difference between Video Slot games and Classic Slots is that
winning combinations along a particular payline must be in an unbroken sequence,
starting on the left reel. If there are gaps between winning symbols, or if there is no
winning symbol in the left reel, no payout is given.
E.g.
K-K-K-A-K therefore counts as three Ks, not four; as there is a break between the
3rd and 4th K.
A-K-K-K-K and K-A-K-K-K would not win anything at all, as the unbroken sequence
does not begin in the left reel.
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Video Slots: Features
Video Slot games have a more varied range of special features than you would find
in a Classic Slot game. The exact features found on each game are described on
that game’s Pay Table Screen. Instructions for each game are also given on-screen
when a feature game is triggered.








Feature Games. Each feature game tends to be unique to a specific Video
Slot game. It will be triggered either by the presence of one or more particular
symbols (which might or might not provide a payout in their own right), or
some other pre-defined conditions that occur during the game. The feature
game will typically take place on a totally different screen, and give you the
chance to either increase your existing winnings, or to win a bonus,
independent of any credits that you may already have won. The exact
features offered by each game will be described on that game’s Pay Table
screen, as well as being described on-screen when the feature game is
launched.
Gamble. The Gamble option is a feature that exists on certain games, which,
when you win a payout, allows you to choose to gamble that payout in order
to increase it (although as it is a gamble, you may also lose it).
Scatter. Most Video Slot games have a designated Scatter symbol, which can
have a range of special features if encountered during a game. As with most
features, the exact effect of Scatter symbols varies from game to game, but
they do have some things in common.
Scatter symbols are an exception to the Wins Pay Left to Right rule, and are
counted as a win no matter which reel they are on, or which payline. Some
games will even count them if they appear on an inactive payline.
Scatter symbols will often win a number of free spins, the number of which
depends on the number of scatter symbols showing.
In some games, scatter symbols will also win a payout in the same way as
normal symbols, and might offer a bonus on wins that happen on one of the
free spins. In other games, scatter symbols only win free spins, with no payout
or additional bonuses.
Wild. Wild symbols can be substituted for any other symbol (not including
Scatter and Bonus symbols) to complete a winning combination. Some games
offer a bonus for a winning combination that includes a wild symbol.
Note: A winning payline containing wild symbols will always be valued as the
highest possible valid combination, even if that means that they are
substituted for a symbol that does not appear on the winning payline.
E.g. If A is the most valuable symbol in the game, and 3xA is worth more than
4xJ, then the wild symbols (W) in W-W-W-J-K would be read as A-A-A-J-K,
instead of J-J-J-J-K.
Note: In games where the Wild symbol also pays a multiplier on a win, the
mulitplier does not apply to any Wild symbol payouts, i.e. the multiplier only
applies if the Wild symbol is substituting for another symbol.
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Random Wild. This feature changes a regular symbol into a wild symbol.
Random wilds do not appear during every spin, when they do occur they only
effect the result of the current spin. For more details on this feature, see the
individual game pages.
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Progressive Jackpot. Some games have a progressive feature: a jackpot
that accumulates over time, the more the game is played. This jackpot is
separate from normal payline wins, and is won in conditions that are unique to
the particular game. In some games, the Progressive Jackpot can be won
during the main game, and in others, it could be the prize for winning a feature
game. For more details, see the Progressive Jackpot page.
Double Direction: Standard Video Slots calculate wins from left to right.
Games with the Double Direction feature follow the same rules as a Standard
Video Slot, but additionally pay out for winning combinations if they begin in
the right most reel and continue along a payline without any breaks. This
doubles the chance of a win on any individual Payline.
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Button Bar
Video Slots: Button Bar
The Button Bars on Video Slot games vary considerably in appearance, but provide
basically the same displays and controls, as described below.
Note: When playing Slot games on the Mobile Client, some buttons and features
may not be available. See the Mobile Button Bar page for details.
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Pay Table Button(s). Clicking on a Pay Table button allows you to view the
Pay Table Screen, which shows you the rules, paylines, payouts and bonuses
for the game you are playing.
Ticker Display. This is the display window at the top of the Button Bar. It
displays information relevant to the game. The exact information given varies
between games.
Coins Display. Not to be confused with the Coins Button, which may have a
display built into it; the Coins Display is usually on the far left, and shows the
number of coins that you have left to bet. Note that this will vary depending on
the value of the coins you are using. If you have 1000 credits and are using 1credit coins, the Coins Display will read 1000. If you are using 100-credit
coins, the Coins Display will read 10.
Sometimes, the Coins display will not be labelled, and will only show the
relevant figure.
Coin Selector. The Coin Selector looks slightly different on each game, but
always shows a coin of the value that is currently selected for betting on this
game. To change the value of the coins you are using, click on the Coin
Selector until you have selected the coin of the value you want.
Note: Not all games have the same selection of coins; make sure you know
how much you are betting before you spin!
Lines Button. The Lines Button allows you to change the number of paylines
you bet on. Clicking it will increase the number of paylines in use by one, until
the maximum is reached, after which it will return to one payline.
Coins Button. The Coins Button allows you to change the number of coins
you are betting on each active payline, up to the maximum allowable for the
game.
Gamble Button (Where applicable). Games that have a Gamble Feature will
have a Gamble Button on their Button Bar. This button only becomes active
immediately after a win on one or more of the paylines. If you win a payout,
then before you spin again, you have the option to click the Gamble button,
which lets you play a feature game in which you can gamble your winnings. If
you win, you can keep gambling until either you lose, or you win the maximum
gambling amount for that game. If you lose any of the gambles, you also lose
your original payline win.
Auto Button. The Auto Button allows you to set up a number of automatic
spins. When you click on it, a panel will pop up to enable you to enter the
number of times you want the game to spin automatically for you. Once an
automatic spin sequence has begun, you do not have to press anything else,
as the game will continue placing bets and spinning automatically, until the
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number of auto-spins has been completed, while the display tells you how
many automatic spins are left.
While Auto Spins are in progress, the button changes into a Stop button.
Clicking the Stop button will end the Auto Spin sequence at the end of the
current spin.
Bet Max Button. The Bet Max button is usually on the right, just next to the
Spin button. Clicking the Bet Max button sets both the number of paylines and
the number of coins per line to the maximum allowable for this game, and
automatically spins the reels.
Note: the Bet Max button will not change the value of the coins you have
selected, it will only bet the maximum number of coins possible on a single
spin.
Spin Button. This button spins the reels, making a bet with the settings you
have specified, as long as there is enough credit in your account to do so.

Playing the game with a keyboard

If you are playing this type of game using a device with a mouse and keyboard, the
following keyboard keys can be used to control the game;



Spacebar: Spin
S key: Spin
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Coin Selector
A coin Selector allows you to select the value of the coins that you are betting on a
particular game. You can change the value of the coins you are using by clicking on
the Coin Selector button on the game’s Button Bar. The Coin Selector button will
look like a coin of the value that is currently selected.
Clicking on the Coin Selector button will increase the value of the coins you are
betting to the next denomination coin available. Clicking repeatedly will increase the
value up to the maximum coin size available, and then return to the lowest value coin
used in that game.
Note: Not all games use the same selection of coins, so certain coin values will be
unavailable in some games.
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Video Slots: Gamble Feature
The Gamble option is a feature that exists on certain games, which, when you win a
payout, allows you to choose to gamble that payout in order to increase it (although
as it is a gamble, you may also lose it).
For example: a gamble game will give you a 50-50 chance of doubling the credits
you have just won on the reels, by (for example) guessing whether a playing card is
red or black. If your gamble is successful, you can opt to gamble again, and
continue doing so up to the gamble limit of that game. If you lose a gamble however,
you lose all the credits you have just won, including the ones that you just won on
the reels.


The gamble limit for all Slot games with this feature is a win of over: 200
credits.

As well as the 50-50 gamble described above, there may be higher odds bets
available, such as picking the exact suit of a card, rather than just the colour.
See Example...

A sample gambling game. Players click on either a colour on the left or a suit
symbol on the right, to bet their existing winnings on the turn of the face-down card in
the middle of the screen. Once at least one gamble has been won, the Collect
button will add the winnings to the player's account.
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Only games that have a Gamble button on the Button Bar have a Gamble feature.
To activate the Gamble option, click on the Gamble button when you have just won
a payout in the main game; at other times, the button will be inactive.
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Auto Spin
Clicking the Auto (or Auto Spin) button will open a popup panel that allows you to set the game to make a
number of automatic bets on your behalf. You can
adjust the number of times the game will automatically
spin, either by clicking on one of the numbered buttons
(clicking 50 will set the game to make 50 automatic
spins), or by increasing and decreasing the number
using the + and – buttons.
Once you have specified the number of automatic spins you want, click on the Start
Auto Spin button. If you decide that you do not want to use the automatic spin
feature, click on the X button in the top right hand corner.
Stopping an Auto Spin Sequence

While Auto Spins are in progress, the Auto button changes into a Stop button.
Clicking the Stop button will end the Auto Spin sequence at the end of the current
spin.
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Video Slots: Button Bar - Mobile
When playing Video Slot games using the Mobile client, the interface and buttons for
controlling the game are different from the other client types.
The interface and buttons for Mobile client Video Slot games are described below.















Balance. Your total balance at the casino is displayed in the bottom-left of the
screen.
Bet. The number of coins shown below Bet is the total number of coins the
currently configured bet is for. Pressing Bet opens the Bet Configuration
Menu, see below.
Coin Size. Shows the coin value and currency that is currently selected.
Pressing Coin Size opens the Bet Configuration Menu, see below.
Spin. Pressing the Spin button makes a bet and plays the game. The cost of
the bet is the currently configured Coin Size multiplied by the number of Coins
shown under the Bet button.
Number of Lines. This is displayed to the left of the reels as a number. It
shows the number of paylines that are selected. Press this number to change
the number of selected paylines. You can also change the number of Lines
using the Bet Configuration Menu.
Win. After a Win, the number of coins won is displayed here.
Gamble. If the game supports the Gamble feature, this button will be enabled
after a Win.
Paytable. Pressing the Paytable button allows you to view the Pay Table
Screen, which shows you the rules, paylines, payouts and other features for
the game you are playing.
Options. The cog icon, in the top-left of the screen, opens the Options menu,
see below.
The X button, in the top-right of the screen, closes the game and returns to
the Lobby.

Pressing Coin Size or Bet opens the Bet Configuration Menu, which shows;
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Coin Size. This shows the coin value and currency that is currently selected.
To change this, press on the + and - buttons until you have selected the coin
value you want.
 Note: Not all games have the same selection of coins; make sure you
know how much you are betting before you spin!
Coins. This shows the number of coins that will be bet on each payline. To
change this, press on the + and - buttons until you have selected the number
of coins per payline that you want.
Lines. This shows the number of paylines that are selected. To change this,
press on the + and - buttons until you have selected the number of lines you
want.
Auto Spin. The 3 buttons below Auto Spin (5, 10 and 25) automatically play
the game using the currently configured bet.
 Auto Spin bets begin immediately after these buttons are pressed; so
make sure the bet size has been configured how you want it before
pressing these.

Casino Help





Use the Stop button, available after the reels have stopped spinning, to
cancel Auto Spins.
Done. Press this button to close the bet configuration menu screen.
Spin. Pressing the Spin button closes the menu, makes a bet and plays the
game. The cost of the bet is the currently configured Coin Size multiplied by
the number of Coins shown next to Bet.

Pressing the Options button (the cog icon, in the top-left of the screen) shows
additional buttons for;





Sound (Musical note icon). This toggles the sound effects on and off.
Cashier ($ icon). This opens the Cashier page.
Lobby (Squares icon). This closes the game and returns the client to the
Lobby.
Fullscreen (4 Arrows icon). This is only available on some mobile devices. It
toggles the game between fullscreen and not fullscreen. When running in
fullscreen, the devices browser is not displayed.
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Video Slots: Spin 16 Games: Button Bar - Mobile
When playing Spin 16 Video Slot games using the Mobile client, the interface and
buttons for controlling the game are different from the other client types.
The interface and buttons for Mobile client Spin 16 Video Slot games are described
below.











Balance. Your total balance at the casino is displayed in the bottom-left of the
screen.
Coins Bet. The number of coins shown above Coins Bet is the total number
of coins the currently configured bet is for. This can be changed by opening
the Menu.
Coin Size. This shows the coin value and currency that is currently selected.
This can be changed by opening the Menu.
Spin Hot and Spin Cold. Pressing either of the Spin buttons makes a bet and
plays the game. The cost of the bet is the currently configured Coin Size
multiplied by the number of Coins shown under the Bet button.
Lines. This is displayed to the left of the reels with a number. It shows the
number of paylines that are selected. This can be changed by pressing this
button to open the Menu.
Win. After a Win, the number of coins won is displayed here.
Menu. This button, in the top-right of the screen, opens the Menu, see below.

The Menu screen is used to configure bets, using these buttons;








Coin Size. This shows the coin value and currency that is currently selected.
To change this, press on the + and - buttons until you have selected the coin
value you want.
 Note: Not all games have the same selection of coins; make sure you
know how much you are betting before you spin!
Coins per Line. This shows the number of coins that will be bet on each
payline. To change this, press on the + and - buttons until you have selected
the number of coins per payline that you want.
Lines. This shows the number of paylines that are selected. To change this,
press on the + and - buttons until you have selected the number of lines you
want.
Bet Max. Press this to configure the bet to the maximum number of Coins per
Line and maximum number of Lines. The value shown next to this button
shows the total number of coins the currently configured bet will be for.

The other features available from the Menu screen are;
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Back. Closes the Menu and returns to the game.
Fullscreen. This is only available on some mobile devices. It toggles the
game between fullscreen and not fullscreen. When running in fullscreen, the
devices browser is not displayed.
Sound. This toggles the sound effects on and off.
Cashier. This opens the Cashier page.
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Paytable. Pressing the Paytable button allows you to view the Pay Table
Screen, which shows you the rules, paylines, payouts and bonuses for the
game you are playing.
Lobby. This closes the game and returns the client to the Lobby.
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Game Details
Age of Spartans Video Slot
Age of Spartans is a standard Video Slot with a Spartan, greek mythology theme.
The features of this game are:







5 reels x 3 rows
9 Paylines
Gamble Game;
 Double a win by picking a colour
 Quadruple a win by picking a suit
 Not available when playing this game in the Mobile client.
Free Spins Scatter (ArrowInShield)
Wild with a Payout and a Multiplier (King)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x3
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (King) are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 90.6

Paytable:
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Age of Spartans Spin 16 Video Slot
Age of Spartans is a Spin16 Video Slot with a Spartan, greek mythology theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
30 Paylines
Scatter (ArrowInShield)
Wild with a Payout and a Multiplier (KingLeonidas)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


All wins including one or more Wild symbol (KingLeonidas) are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 93.99

Paytable:
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Aladdins Loot Video Slot
Aladdins Loot is a standard Video Slot with a fable theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
25 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Lamp)
Standard Scatter (Genie)
Wild with a Payout (Aladdin)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.0

Paytable:
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Alpha Squad Video Slot
Alpha Squad is a standard Video Slot with a superhero alliance theme.
The features of this game are:







5 reels x 3 rows
30 paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Alpha Squad Base)
Wild with a Payout (Alpha Squad Logo)
Standard Scatter (Omega Syndicate)
Random Wild

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Random Wild:
 The Random Wild only appears during Free Spins
 During Free Spins, the Random Wild appears during every spin
 The Random Wild substitutes all symbols, except the Scatter symbols
 The Random Wild can substitute for the standard wild
 When the Random Wild substitutes for the standard wild, there
is no wild multiplier applied to this payline win.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 94.1

Paytable:
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Alpha Squad Origins: Captain Shockwave Video Slot
Alpha Squad Origins: Captain Shockwave is a standard Video Slot with a comic
book/superhero theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Sonar the Dog)
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Sonic Boom)
Standard Scatter (Young Raymond Car)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x4
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Sonic Boom) are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.0

Paytable:
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Arcadia i3D Video Slot
Arcadia i3D is a Max Ways Video Slot with a retro-gaming theme.
For more information and some examples of how Max Ways wins are calculated,
see the Max Ways page.
The features of this game are:




5 reels x 3 rows
Free Spins Scatter (Robot)
Wild with a Payout (Alien)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x2
‘i3D’ Isometric graphic layout

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 95.5

Paytable:
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Big Game Video Slot
Big Game is a standard Video Slot with a safari animals theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
30 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Elephant)
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Lion)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x3
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Lion) are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 94.7

Paytable:
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Big Game Spin 16 Video Slot
Big Game is a Spin 16 Video Slot with a safari animals theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
30 Paylines
Scatter (Elephant)
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Lion)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Lion) are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 94.04

Paytable:
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Buckin' Broncos Video Slot
Buckin’ Broncos is a standard Video Slot with a rodeo theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
40 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Timer)
 The Timer symbol is not available during Free Spins
Wild with a payout (Bull Rider)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Multipliers within Free Spins are varied
 3x Timer = x2 Multiplier
 4x Timer = x3 Multiplier
 5x Timer = x4 Multiplier

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 96.0

Paytable:
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Bucksy Malone Video Slot
Bucksy Malone is a standard Video Slot with a gangster/mafia theme.
The features of this game are:








5 reels x 3 rows
40 Paylines
Wild with a payout (Boss)
Feature Game Scatter (Bucksy Malone)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Crazy Assassin)
Random Wild
Gamble Game
 Double a win by picking a colour
 Quadruple a win by picking a suit
 Not available when playing this game in the Mobile client.

Unique features and rules of this game are:





Multipliers within Free Spins are varied
 3x Crazy Assassin = x2 Multiplier
 4x Crazy Assassin = x4 Multiplier
 5x Crazy Assassin = x5 Multiplier
Additional Free Spins cannot be won during Free Spins
Random Wild:
 The Random Wild does not appear during every spin, it appears
randomly
 The Random Wild substitutes all symbols, except the Scatter symbols
 The Random Wild can substitute for the standard wild
 When the Random Wild substitutes for the standard wild, there
is no wild multiplier applied to this payline win.
 The Random Wild does not appear during Free Spins

The Feature Game prizes:




The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.01 and 5000 credits.
The Feature Game can be activated during the base game and during Free
Spins
 When activated during Free Spins, the Feature game wins are not
multiplied by the Free Spins multiplier

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.8

Paytable:
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City of Gold Video Slot
City Of Gold is a standard Video Slot with a Mayan civilisation theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
20 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Temple)
Wild with a Payout and a Multiplier (Sun Stone)
Feature Game Scatter with Payout (Map)
 The Feature Game is activated when the player accumulates 10 or
more Gold Orbs.

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x3
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Sun Stone) are x2

The Feature Game prizes:






The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wagers that won the 10 Gold Orbs required to trigger the
Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0 and 6250 credits.
If the 'Collect' prize is revealed, the Feature Game ends. Any prizes revealed
before the Collect prize are awarded.
The Feature Game can be activated during the base game and during Free
Spins
 When activated during Free Spins, the Feature game wins are not
multiplied by the Free Spins multiplier

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 87.9
 To trigger the feature game, 10 Orbs are required. The total player
return without the feature game is 66.9%

Paytable:
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Code 211 Video Slot
Code 211 is a standard Video Slot with a bank robbery theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 symbols
15 Paylines
Feature Game Scatter (Cases)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Spray Canister)
Standard Wild (Getaway)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Cases symbol exists on reels 2, 3 and 4 only

The Feature Game prizes:




The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.05 and 900 credits.
The Feature Game can be activated during the base game and during Free
Spins
 When activated during Free Spins, the Feature game wins are not
multiplied by the Free Spins multiplier

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 90.6

Paytable:
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Cosmopolitan Video Slot
Cosmopolitan is a standard Video Slot with a fashion theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
15 paylines
Free Spins Scatter (DJ)
Wild with a Payout and a Multiplier (Mirror Ball)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x3
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Mirror Ball) are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 93.0

Paytable:
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Dollars Down Under Video Slot
Dollars Down Under is a standard Video Slot with an Australian wildlife theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
30 Paylines
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Kangaroo)
Feature Game Scatter (Koala). This is not available during Free Spins.
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Dingo)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x2
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Kangaroo) are x2

The Feature Game prizes:



The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.05 and 3000 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 96.1

Paytable:
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Elementium Spin 16 Video Slot
Elementium Spin 16 is a Spin16 Video Slot with an elements of the earth theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
10 Paylines
Double Direction
Scatter (Gem)
Expanding Wild (Elemental Star)

Double Direction: This game follows the same rules as other Video Slots, but
additionally pays out for winning combinations if they begin in the right most reel and
continue along a payline without any breaks. This doubles the chance of a win on
any individual Payline.
Unique features and rules of this game are:



The Expanding Wild symbol (Elemental Star) is only available on reels 2,3
and 4
The following symbols are stacked in multiples of 3 on all reels:
 Aether
 Fire
 Water
 Air
 Earth
 Nature
 Metal

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Between 94.7% (example: 2 lines) and 95.0% (example: 4 lines)

Paytable:
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Fistful of Dollars Video Slot
Fistful of Dollars is a Standard Video Slot with a cowboy/western theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
30 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (El Bandito)
Expanding Wild (Lonesome Joe) on reel 2 only
Expanding Wild (Marshall West) on reel 4 only

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x4
During Free Spins, it is possible to activate more Free Spins

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Between 91.0% (example: 30 lines) and 91.1% (example: 2 lines)

Paytable:
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Football Fever Video Slot
Football Fever is a Max Ways Video Slot with a football/soccer theme.
For more information and some examples of how Max Ways wins are calculated,
see the Max Ways page.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
Max Ways
Free Spins Symbol with Payout (Whistle)
Feature Game Scatter (Yellow Card)
Wild with a Payout (Soccer Ball)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x3
The Free Spins Symbol (Whistle) in this game is NOT a Scatter
 To activate Free Spins, you must have 3 or more Whistle symbols on
adjacent reels from left to right (as with all standard symbols)

The Feature Game:



During the Feature Game, a target must be selected from the ten available, to
reveal a prize
The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
 Each prize from the Feature Game is between 1 and 3125 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 92.3

Paytable:
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Frontside Spins Video Slot
Frontside Spins is a standard Video Slot with a cartoon winter sports theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
9 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Snowman)
Wild with a Payout (Polar Bear)
Gamble Game
 Double a win by picking a colour
 Quadruple a win by picking a suit
 Not available when playing this game in the Mobile client.

Unique features and rules of this game are:



All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Polar Bear) are x2
Wins during Free Spins are x3

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.3

Paytable:
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Gems N Jewels Video Slot
Gems N Jewels is a standard Video Slot with a precious stones theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Emerald)
Standard Scatter (Ruby)
Wild with a Payout (Diamond)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x3

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 92.3

Paytable:
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Horn of Plenty Video Slot
Horn of Plenty is a standard Video Slot with an mythical greek/fruit theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Lemon)
Standard Scatter (Watermelon)
Wild with a Payout (Horn Of Plenty)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x4

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 94.5

Paytable:
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Horn of Plenty Spin 16 Video Slot
Horn Of Plenty is a Spin16 Video Slot with a fruit theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Scatter (Lemon)
Scatter (Watermelon)
Wild with a Payout (Horn Of Plenty)

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 94.99

Paytable:
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Le Chocolatier Video Slot
Le Chocolatier is a standard Video Slot with a French Chocolate theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Golden Luxury)
Feature Game Scatter with Payout (Secret Delight)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Free Spin Treat)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x2
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Golden Luxury) are x2

The Feature Game prizes:




The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.05 and 3750 credits.
If the Feature Game is triggered during Free Spins, the prizes values are not
multiplied by the Free Spins multiplier.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 95.0

Paytable:
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Legends of Greece Video Slot
Legends of Greece is a standard Video Slot with an ancient greek theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
20 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Medusa)
Standard Scatter (Perseus)
Standard Wild (Zeus)
 Only appears on reels 2, 3, 4 and 5

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x3

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.1

Paytable:
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Legends of Olympia Video Slot
Legends of Olympia is a standard Video Slot with a historical greek athletics theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Golden Wreath)
Expanding Wild (Male Torch Bearer) on reel 2 only
Expanding Wild (Female Torch Bearer) on reel 4 only

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Between 90.0% (example: 2 lines) and 90.2% (example: 50 lines)

Paytable:
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Lucky Leprechauns Video Slot
Lucky Leprechauns is a standard Video Slot with Luck/Leprechaun/Irish theme.
The features of this game are:







5 reels x 3 symbols
40 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Magic Harp)
Standard Scatter (Rainbow)
Wild with a Payout (Leprechaun)
Random Wild

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x3
Random Wild:
 The Random Wild does not appear during every spin, it appears
randomly
 The Random Wild substitutes all symbols, except the Scatter symbols
 The Random Wild can substitute for the standard wild
 When the Random Wild substitutes for the standard wild, there
is no wild multiplier applied to this payline win.
 The Random Wild does not appear during Free Spins

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 94.1

Paytable:
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Max Cash Video Slot
Max Cash is a standard Video Slot with a secret agent/action movie theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 4 rows
50 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Jane Wild)
Standard Scatter (Ivan Draganov)
Stacked Wild with Multiplier (Logo)

Unique features and rules of this game are:




Wins during Free Spins are x2
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Logo) are x2
Wild Symbols are stacked on all reels
 Reel 1 = 2 sets stacked 2 high
 Reel 2 = 1 set Stacked 4 high
 Reel 3 = 2 sets Stacked 2 high
 Reel 4 = 1 set Stacked 4 high
 Reel 5 = 2 sets Stacked 2 high

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 92.3

Paytable:
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Max Ways Video Slots
'Max Ways' Video Slot games mean there are 243 ways to win.
Symbols still pay left to right as in standard Video Slot games. There are 243 paths
across the reels. Each of these paths is a different way.
The main difference between standard Video Slots and Max Ways is that Max Ways
games only pay out for the highest win per way and symbol.
This highest win is the longest path of adjacent symbols from left to right.
The available wins on each individual way are evaluated to identify the highest win.
This win is then compared to wins on other ways for the same symbol and only the
highest is paid. If there are multiple ways which form the highest win, then all are
paid.
Bets and Payouts
In Max Ways games, you cannot choose the number of lines to bet on. Instead, you
must bet 25 coins for each coin selected using the Coins button; 25 coins for a 1 coin
bet, 50 coins for a 2 coin bet, 75 coins for a 3 coin bet, 100 coins for a 4 coin bet and
125 coins for a 5 coin bet.


In Playback, this is shown as 'Number of Lines'.



If you use the Bet Max button, the number of Coins will be set to 5 and 125
coins will be bet.

The payouts in the Paytable are multiplied by the number of coins selected using the
Coins button and the coinsize selected. For scatter wins, the payouts are multiplied
by the total bet.


In Playback, each win is shown in the 'Paylines' table, every win is described
as a 'Scatter' even if a Scatter symbol is not part of the win.

Max Ways win examples
Example 1:
Each of 243 ways from left to right is assessed, but only the highest pay for each
symbol combination is paid. For example, if the max Aces is 5, the payout is 5 x Ace
and there is no payout for 4 x Ace or below.

Example 2:
Where multiple separate ways give the same highest combination they are all paid.
For example, the 5 x Ace combination below pays 4 times (for A-A-A-A-A, A-A-AWILD-A, A-A-WILD-A-A, A-A-WILD-WILD-A).
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Example 3:
Each symbol is evaluated separately, and coinciding pays are added. For example,
the max Aces is 4, so the payout is 4 x Ace, and the max Kings is 5, so the payout is
also 5 x King.

Example 4:
Wilds can substitute for more than one symbol, and all can pay. For example, the
max Eagles is 5 and there are two ways of getting 5 x Eagle, so there are two
payouts. The max Queens is 3, so the payout is 3 x Queen once. The max Jacks is
also 5 and there are two ways of getting 5 x Jack, so both are paid.

Example 5:
Wilds have their own pay left to right, and are a special case. When left to right
Wilds appear, they only pay the highest combination as usual. But this may limit
other pays using the same way. For example, the max Wilds is 3, so 3 x Wild pays
75. Max Orca is 4 (Wild-Wild-Wild-Orca) which pays 30, but 30 is less than the pay
for 3 x Wild, so the highest paying combination for this way has already been paid,
and no further pay is given. On the other hand, max Bears is 5 which pays 150. So
even though Wild-Wild-Wild has already been paid, both combinations of 5 x Bear
are paid (Wild-Wild-Bear-Bear-Bear, and Wild-Wild-Wild-Bear-Bear). Other
coinciding pays in the example are: max Eagle is 3 and one 3 x Eagle is paid (WildEagle-Wild), max Dragonfly is 3 and one 3 x Dragonfly is paid (Wild-Wild-Dragonfly),
max King is 3 and one 3 x King is paid (King-Wild-Wild), max Queen is 3 and three 3
x Queen is paid (Queen-Queen-Wild, Queen-Wild-Wild, Wild-Queen-Wild), max Jack
is 4 and NO 4 x Jacks are paid because they start with Wild-Wild-Wild and a higher
paying combination for this way has already been paid.

Example 6:
This final example shows that when 4 wilds pay, combinations using 3 wilds no
longer pay. For example, max Wilds is 4, so 4 x Wilds pays 100, and 3 x Wilds does
not pay. Max Teepee is 5 paying 350, so 5 x Teepee is paid. Max Orca is 4 (Orca-
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Wild-Wild-Wild), so 4 x Orca is paid. Max Eagle is 4 (Wild-Eagle-Wild-Wild), so 4 x
Eagle is paid. Max Bear is 4 (Wild-Wild-Wild-Bear), but 3 x Wild pays 75 while 4 x
Bear pays 20 so the highest paying combination is 3 x Wild, which is not paid as 4 x
Wild has already been paid. Max Ace is 4 (W-W-A-A, W-W-A-W, W-W-W-A, W-WW-W) paying 15, so only two of the 4 x Ace is paid (the W-W-W-W has already been
paid, and the W-W-W-A pays better as W-W-W, which is not paid because 4 x Wild
has already been paid. Max King is 4 (King-Wild-Wild-Wild) paying 10, so 4 x King is
paid. Max Queen is 5 (Wild-Wild-Queen-Wild-Queen, Wild-Wild-Wild-Wild-Queen)
paying 50, so 5 x Queen is paid once for the first way, but not for the second where 4
x Wild has already been paid. Max Jack is 5 (Wild-Jack-Wild-Wild-Jack, Wild-WildWild-Wild-Jack) paying 40, so 5 x Jack is paid once for the first way, but not for the
second where 4 x Wild has already been paid.
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Monkey Business Video Slot
Monkey Business is a standard Video Slot with a primate office worker theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
20 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Chimp)
Feature Game Scatter (Paypacket)
Standard Wild (Gorilla)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


None

The Feature Game prizes:



The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.05 and 2000 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.4

Paytable:
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Nascash Video Slot
Nascash is a standard Video Slot with a popular American race series theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
25 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Racing Cars)
Standard Wild (Driver)

Unique features and rules of this game are:




Multipliers within Free Spins are varied;
 3x Racing Cars = x3 Multiplier
 4x Racing Cars = x4 Multiplier
 5x Racing Cars = x2 Multiplier
Additional Free Spins cannot be won during Free Spins

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 93.3

Paytable:
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Peek Physique Video Slot
Peek Physique is a standard Video Slot with a gym theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Gym Logo)
Standard Scatter (Drinking Water Girl)
Wild with a Payout (Dumbbell Girl)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x3

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 93.3

Paytable:
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Perfect Date Video Slot
Perfect Date is a standard Video Slot with a dating/romance theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
30 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Paris Date)
Wild with a Payout and a Multiplier (Beach Date)

Unique features and rules of this game are:




Wins during Free Spins are x2
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Beach Date) are x2
During Free Spins
 Additional Wild with a Payout and a Multiplier (Steamy Shower)
 The Steamy Shower symbol is only available during Free Spins
 All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Beach Date or Steamy
Shower) are x2
 Wild symbols do not substitute for each other

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 94.2

Paytable:
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Pieces Of Eight Video Slot
Pieces Of Eight is a standard Video Slot with a pirate theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
25 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Cannon)
Feature Game Scatter (Treasure Chest)
Standard Wild (Captain)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


To activate the Feature Game, there must be 3 or more Treasure Chest
symbols on an active payline
 If this occurs on more than one active payline, the feature game only
activates once

The Feature Game prizes:





During the Feature Game, there is one prize to pick
The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
 Prize values are not linked to the number of Lines played
The prize from the Feature Game is between 2 and 1250 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Between 84.5% and 91.8%, depending on the number of Lines selected
 For example, at 1 to 3 lines, the return to player is 91.8%. At 25 lines,
the return to player is 84.5%

Paytable:
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Pina Nevada Video Slot
Pina Nevada is a standard Video Slot with a cocktail theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
15 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Waitress)
Standard Scatter (Pina Nevada)
Wild with a Payout (Flame Bar)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x3

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 89.8

Paytable:
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Purse of the Mummy Video Slot
Purse of the Mummy is a standard Video Slot with an ancient Egyptian tomb theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
15 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Mummy)
Feature Game Scatter (Scarab)
Wild with a Multiplier (King Tut)

Unique features and rules of this game are:






The Feature Game Scatter symbol (Scarab) is only present on reels 1, 3 and
5
To activate the Feature Game, there must be 3 or more Scarab symbols on
an active payline
The Wild multiplier is greater if more King Tut symbols are included in the win
 1x King Tut = x2 Multiplier
 2x King Tut = x4 Multiplier
 3x King Tut = x8 Multiplier
 4x King Tut = x16 Multiplier
Wins during Free Spins are x5

The Feature Game prizes:




The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the bet per line used to trigger the Feature game
The prize from the Feature Game is between 1 and 2500 credits.
The Feature Game can be activated during the base game and during Free
Spins
 When activated during Free Spins, the Feature game wins are not
multiplied by the Free Spins multiplier

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Between 84.9% and 89.8%, depending on the number of Lines selected
 For example, at 1 to 9 lines, the return to player is 89.8%. At 15 lines,
the return to player is 84.9%

Paytable:
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Reef Encounter Video Slot
Reef Encounter is a standard Video Slot with a cartoon fish theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
25 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Octopus)
Standard Scatter (Turtle)
Wild with a Payout (Clown Fish)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 90.2

Paytable:
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Reel Xtreme Video Slot
Reel Xtreme is a standard Video Slot with an extreme sports theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 4 rows
30 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Wingsuit)
Standard Scatter (Snowboarder)
Wild with Multiplier (X-Series)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x3
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (X-Series) are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 92.0

Paytable:
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Reelin' & Rockin' Video Slot
Reelin’ & Rockin’ is a Standard Video Slot with a 50’s theme.
The features of this game are:







5 reels x 3 rows
9 Paylines
Gamble Game
 Double a win by picking a colour
 Quadruple a win by picking a suit
 Not available when playing this game in the Mobile client.
Free Spins Scatter (Ruthie)
Wild with a Payout and a Multiplier (Jukebox)

Unique features and rules of this game are:



Wins during Free Spins are x3
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Jukebox) are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 90.6

Paytable:
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Reels of Rock Video Slot
Reels Of Rock is a standard Video Slot with a rock music/festival theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
9 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Vicious Tim)
Feature Game Scatter (Tour Bus)
Standard Wild (Jimmy Plectrum)

Unique features and rules of this game are:





To activate Feature Game, there must be 3 Tour Bus symbols on an active
payline
 The Feature Game can be activated during Free Spins
The Feature Game Scatter symbol (Tour Bus) is only present on reels 1, 3
and 5
Wins during Free Spins are x3

The Feature Game prizes:




The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the bet per line used to trigger the Feature game
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0 and 500 credits.
If the Feature Game is triggered during Free Spins, the prizes values are not
multiplied by the Free Spins multiplier.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 88.6

Paytable:
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Rise of Spartans Video Slot
Rise Of Spartans is a standard Video Slot with a Spartan, greek mythology theme.
The features of this game are:








5 reels x 3 rows
15 Paylines
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Themistocles)
Feature Game Scatter (King Xerxes)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Artemisia)
Standard Scatter (Queen Gorgo)
Random Wild

Unique features and rules of this game are:




Wins during Free Spins are x3
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Themistocles) are x2
Random Wild:
 The Random Wild only appears during Free Spins
 The Random Wild does not appear during every spin, it appears
randomly
 The Random Wild substitutes all symbols, except the Scatter symbols
 Wins with the Random Wild are doubled
 When the Random Wild substitutes for the standard wild, there
is no wild multiplier applied to this payline win.

The Feature Game prizes:




The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.05 and 1406.25 credits.
If the Feature Game is triggered during Free Spins, the prizes values are not
multiplied by the Free Spins multiplier.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 96.0

Paytable:
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Rising Sun Video Slot
Rising Sun is a standard Video Slot with a Japanese theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
20 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Maneki Neko)
Standard Scatter (Koi Carp)
Standard Wild (Girl)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x3

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.1

Paytable:
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Road Trip Max Ways Video Slot
Road Trip Max Ways is a Max Ways Video Slot with an American road travel/diner
theme.
For more information and some examples of how Max Ways wins are calculated,
see the Max Ways page.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
Max Ways
Free Spins Scatter (Dude)
Standard Scatter (Route 66)
Expanding Wild (Sports Car)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 95.5

Paytable:
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Road Trip Video Slot
Road Trip is a standard Video Slot with an American road travel/diner theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
9 Paylines
Standard Scatter (Route 66)
Expanding Wild (Sports Car) on reels 2 and 4 only

Unique features and rules of this game are:


None

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Between 90.3% (example: 3 lines) and 90.5% (example: 1 line)

Paytable:
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Roll Up Roll Up Video Slot
Roll Up Roll Up is a standard Video Slot with a Circus theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
9 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter (Trapeze Artist)
 Wins from this scatter are not multiplied by the total credits wagered.
Feature Game Scatter (Clowns in Cannon)
 Wins with this scatter are not multiplied by the total credits wagered.
Standard Wild (Ring Mistress)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


None

The Feature Game prizes:



The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.05 and 495 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 90.9

Paytable:
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Royal Banquet Video Slot
Royal Banquet is a standard Video Slot with a medieval banquet theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
20 paylines
Standard Wild (King Eric)
Feature Game Scatter (Chicken)
Free Spins Scatter (Claude the Jester)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


None

The Feature Game prizes:



The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.05 and 2000 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.3

Paytable:
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Samba Spins Video Slot
Samba Spins is a standard Video Slot with a carnival theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
50 paylines
Expanding Wild on reel 2 (Samba Girl)
Expanding Wild on reel 4 (Samba Boy)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Fireworks)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Between 94.7% (example: 10 lines) and 95.4% (example: 1 line)

Paytable:
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Small Soldiers Video Slot
Small Soldiers is a standard Video Slot with a military theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
40 paylines
Wild with a Payout and a Multiplier (Officer)
Feature Game Scatter with Payout (Artillery)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Pilot)

Unique features and rules of this game are:




Multipliers within Free Spins are varied
 3x Pilot = x2 Multiplier
 4x Pilot = x3 Multiplier
 5x Pilot = x4 Multiplier
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Officer) are x2

The Feature Game prizes:








The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0 and 2500 credits.
If the 'Collect' prize is revealed, the Feature Game ends. Any prizes revealed
before the Collect prize are awarded.
The first prize during Feature game can be 0 credits and the Feature collects
and ends
A prize during the Feature game can be a multiplier (x2 or x3).
If a multiplier prize is revealed, the total win from the feature game is
multiplied by this amount
There is a possibility of winning only multipliers during the Feature game and
in this case the prize is 0 (0 credits x multipliers).

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 96.3

Paytable:
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Spin 16 Video Slots
Spin 16 Video Slots are a new type of Video Slot.
Spin 16 slots give you a choice of how to spin and offer the possibility of a multiplier
award from a Multiplier Match Game.
Note: When playing Spin16 games on the Mobile Client, some buttons and features
may not be available. See the Mobile Spin 16 Button Bar page for details
Spin Choice
You can choose to spin in 16 different ways.
First you must decide which reel to spin. Symbols can be spun horizontally or
vertically, so each row or column of symbols can be selected as a reel.
Then you must decide which direction you want to spin the reels. For a horizontal
reel (row), you can spin left or right. For a vertical reel (column) you can spin up or
down.
Once you have decided, click the corresponding button on the edge of the reels or
drag the reel in the direction you want it to go.
If you use the Bet Max button to initiate a spin, this will select a HOT spin choice.
See the games paytable for more information abut HOT and COLD spin choices.
Note: The type of Spin you choose does not influence the result of the Spin and the
symbols displayed, it only affects the result of the Multiplier Match Game.
Multiplier Match Game
After each spin, the House will select a reel and direction.
If your selection matches the House selection then a multiplier is applied to all wins
for that spin.
There are also multipliers for partial matches.

Multiplier

Example - Example Player
House
Selection Selection

Perfect Match

x10

Horizontal Horizontal –
– 1st Reel - 1st Reel Right
Right

Match Reel horizontal
or vertical (not
direction)

x5

Vertical –
5th Reel Up

Match horizontal
Direction (but not reel)

x3

Horizontal Horizontal –
– 3rd Reel 1st Reel -

Result
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Vertical –
5th Reel Down
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- Left
Match vertical Direction
(but not reel)

x2

Left

Vertical – Vertical –
2nd Reel - 3rd Reel Down
Down
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Sweet Success Video Slot
Sweet Success is a standard Video Slot with a confectionery theme.
The features of this game are:








5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Wild with a payout (Rainbow Lolly)
Feature Game Scatter with payout (Jelly Baby)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Campino)
Standard Scatter (Midget Gem)
Random Wild:
 The Random Wild does not appear during every spin, it appears
randomly
 The Random Wild substitutes all symbols, except the Scatter symbols
 The Random Wild does not appear during Free Spins
 The Random Wild can substitute for the standard wild
 When the Random Wild substitutes for the standard wild, there
is no wild multiplier applied to this payline win.

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x2

The Feature Game prizes:





The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0 and 3125 credits.
If the 'Collect' prize is revealed, the Feature Game ends. Any prizes revealed
before the Collect prize are awarded.
If the Feature Game is triggered during Free Spins, the prizes values are not
multiplied by the Free Spins multiplier.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 96.0

Paytable:
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Tails of New York Video Slot
Tails of New York is a standard Video Slot with the theme of cartoon animals living in
a city.
The features of this game are:







5 reels x 3 rows
40 Paylines
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Buddy)
Feature Game Scatter (Chows Van)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Taxi Driver)
Random Wild

Unique features and rules of this game are:





Multipliers within Free Spins are varied
 3x Taxi Driver = x5 Multiplier
 4x Taxi Driver = x7 Multiplier
 5x Taxi Driver = x9 Multiplier
All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Buddy) are x2
The Random Wild:
 The Random Wild does not appear during every spin, it appears
randomly
 The Random Wild substitutes all symbols, except the Scatter symbols
 The Random Wild does not appear during Free Spins
 The Random Wild can substitute for the standard wild
 When the Random Wild substitutes for the standard wild, there
is no wild multiplier applied to this payline win

The Feature Game prizes:



The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0.01 and 5000 credits.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 93.2

Paytable:
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The Last Pharaoh Video Slot
The Last Pharaoh is a standard Video Slot with an ancient Egyptian theme.
The features of this game are:







5 reels x 3 rows
25 Paylines
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Cleopatra)
Feature Game Scatter (Crown). This is not available during Free Spins.
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Rosetta Stone)
Gamble Game
 Double a win by picking a colour
 Quadruple a win by picking a suit
 Not available when playing this game in the Mobile client.

Unique features and rules of this game are:






All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Cleopatra) are x2
 The mulitplier does not apply to any wins that only involve the Wild
symbol, i.e. the multiplier only applies if the Wild symbol is substituting
for another symbol.
During Free Spins the Wild symbol (Cleopatra) becomes a Expanding Wild
and is only available on Reels 2 and 4.
 Any Win with the Expanding Wild during Free Spins is doubled.
 In Playback, this symbol has the tooltip 'Cleopatra (FS)' when it
appears during Free Spins.
During Free Spins, it is possible to activate Free Spins again, but the Free
Spins symbol can only appear on reels 1, 3 and 5 during Free Spins.

The Feature Game prizes:




The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0 and 1562.5 credits.
If the 'Collect' prize is revealed, the Feature Game ends. Any prizes revealed
before the Collect prize are awarded.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Between 96.0% (example: 25 lines) and 96.1% (example: 3 lines)

Paytable:
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Tomahawk Video Slot
Tomahawk is a Max Ways Video Slot with a Native American theme.
For more information and some examples of how Max Ways wins are calculated,
see the Max Ways page.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
Standard Wild (Brave)
Free Spins with Payout (Tomahawk)
Feature Game Scatter with Payout (Dreamcatcher)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


The Free Spins Symbol (Tomahawk) in this game is NOT a Scatter
 To activate Free Spins, you must have 3 or more Tomahawk symbols
on adjacent reels from left to right (as with all standard symbols)

The Feature Game prizes:








The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the size of the wager that triggered the Feature Game.
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0 and 1250 credits.
If the 'Collect' prize is revealed, the Feature Game ends. Any prizes revealed
before the Collect prize are awarded.
The first prize during Feature game can be 0 credits and the Feature collects
and ends
A prize during the Feature game can be a multiplier (x2, x3 and x5).
If a multiplier prize is revealed, the total win from the feature game is
multiplied by this amount
There is a possibility of winning only multipliers during the Feature game and
in this case the prize is 0 (0 credits x multipliers).

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 95.5

Paytable:
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Trick or Treat Video Slot
Trick or Treat is a standard Video Slot with a Halloween theme.
The features of this game are:







5 reels x 3 rows
30 Paylines
Gamble Game
 Double a win by picking a colour
 Quadruple a win by picking a suit
 Not available when playing this game in the Mobile client.
Standard Wild (Pumpkin)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Little Red)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x2

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 90.2

Paytable:
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Wild Berry Video Slot
Wild Berry is a standard Video Slot with a wildlife/fruit theme.
The features of this game are:





5 reels x 3 rows
50 Paylines
Standard Wild (Ladybird)
Free Spins Scatter (Bumblebee)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x3

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 93.0

Paytable:
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Wild Wizards Video Slot
Wild Wizards is a Standard Video Slot with the theme of wizardry and magic.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
25 Paylines
Standard Scatter (Owl)
Standard Wild (Wizard)
Free Spins Scatter (Cat)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Wins during Free Spins are x3

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 92.1

Paytable:
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Worlds at War Video Slot
Worlds at War is a standard Video Slot with a science fiction theme.
The features of this game are:






5 reels x 3 rows
15 Paylines
Wild with a payout and a multiplier (Commander)
Feature Game Symbol with Payout (Gate)
Free Spins Scatter with Payout (Demonion)

Unique features and rules of this game are:




All wins including one or more Wild symbol (Commander) are x2
The Feature Game Symbol (Gate) in this game is NOT a Scatter
To activate the Feature Game, you must have 3 or more Gate symbols on
adjacent reels from left to right (as with all standard symbols)
 The Feature Game can be activated during Free Spins.

The Feature Game prizes:




The value of the prizes that can be won from the Feature Game depend on
the bet per line used to trigger the Feature game
Each prize from the Feature Game is between 0 and 625 credits.
 Prize values of 0 are shown in the summary screen as 'Misses'.
If the 'Collect' prize is revealed, the Feature Game ends. Any prizes revealed
before the Collect prize are awarded.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 91.6

Paytable:
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Yeti Hunt i3D Video Slot
Yeti Hunt i3D is a standard Video Slot with a mythical, cartoon hunting theme.
The features of this game are:







5 reels x 3 rows
9 Paylines
Free Spins Scatter with a payout (News Van)
Wild with a Payout (Yeti)
Random Wild
Standard Scatter (Polaroid Camera)

Unique features and rules of this game are:




Wins during Free Spins are x3
‘i3D’ Isometric graphic layout
Random Wild:
 The Random Wild does not appear during every spin, it appears
randomly
 The Random Wild substitutes all symbols, except the Scatter symbols
 The Random Wild does not appear during Free Spins
 The Random Wild can substitute for the standard wild
 When the Random Wild substitutes for the standard wild, there is no
wild multiplier applied to this payline win

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 95.2

Paytable:
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Table Games
Table Games
Table games emulate the sort of betting games that are usually played at casino
tables, where the player bets against the House rather than against other players.
Unlike Coin games (Classic Slots, Video Slots and Video Poker), betting in table
games uses chips. The main difference between coins and chips is that in a single
bet, all coins are of the same value, whereas chips of different values can be mixed
to make one or more bets on a table game.
Table Games available include:





3-Card Poker
Baccarat
Blackjack
Roulette
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Baccarat
Baccarat
Baccarat is a classic and very simple card game, in which a player places bets on
whether the hand dealt to the Player or the Banker will win, or whether the scores
will tie.
The values of cards are added together (with court cards all being worth 10), and
every time the count would go over 9, it returns to zero. 9 is therefore the highest
possible score.
When the two hands are compared; the one with a total value closest to 9 wins.
This casino uses Classic Mini Baccarat rules and 6 decks of cards.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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Baccarat: Screen Layout
Chip Selector.

The Chip Selector is located on the edge of the table, and will allow you to select the
value of the chips you are betting. At any given time, the chip that is currently
selected will look bigger than the others. To select a chip type, click on it; any bets
you place will use chips of the value you have selected, until you select a different
one.
You are free to mix chips of whatever denomination you choose, although there is a
limit to how much you can bet on a single game. Your limit will depend on your
accounts profile.
Note: If there are active arrow buttons by your chip selector, you can click on them
to access additional chips of different values. If not, you are limited to the chip values
you can see.
Betting Zones.

The betting zones are the areas of the screen where you can place bets. Simply click
on the zone (or zones) that you want to bet on, and a chip of the value currently
selected will be added to that zone. You can repeat this process with the same or
different chip types, until you have completed your bet. For clarity, low denomination
chips will be changed into larger ones, so that the amount bet on each zone will be
represented by the smallest possible number of chips.
E.g. Betting 7 x 1-Credit chips will be displayed on the table as a 5-Credit chip and a
2-Credit chip.
The betting zones you can use are always the ones in the centre of the screen. If
you place too many chips, click on the Clear button and start again.








Banker. Betting on the Banker zone is a bet that the Banker’s cards will beat
the player’s cards. If you win a bet on the Banker, you win an amount equal to
the number of chips you bet on it, minus a 5% commission payment. You
cannot bet on both the Banker and the Player zones in a single game.
Player. Betting on the Player is a bet that the Player’s cards will beat the
Banker’s. The winning amount is the same as the bet you placed on it, but
unlike bets on the Banker, wins are not subject to the commission payment.
You cannot bet on both the Player and the Banker zones at the same time.
Tie. Betting on the Tie zone is a bet that the scores of the Player and the
Banker will be equal. If you win a bet on Tie, you win at odds of 8 to 1. I.e. you
win 8 times the amount you bet, plus your original stake back.
If you bet on Tie, you may also place a bet on either Player or Banker at the
same time.
In the game Punto Banco, the Player zone is called 'Punto' and the Banker
zone is called 'Banco'.

Buttons.
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The buttons, on the edge of the table, towards the right hand side of the screen,
provide all the controls needed for the game other than for the initial placement of
chips.





Deal Button. When you have made all the bets you want, click on the Deal
button. Cards will then be dealt for both the Player and the Banker
automatically, and the result given. Credits are only removed from your
account when the Deal button is clicked.
Clear button. Clicking the Clear button removes all bets from the table. This
button is only available when bets are being placed, before Deal is pressed.
Rebet button. Clicking on the Rebet button will automatically duplicate the
bets you made in the previous game. To begin the game, you must still click
the Deal button.

Dealer’s Area.

Once you have laid your bets and clicked on the Deal button, the cards are dealt
from the card shoe on the right, into the middle of the table. Two cards to each
position are dealt, in the order; to Player, then Banker, then Player, then Banker. The
cards and the scores are displayed there.

History Panel.
Some Baccarat games include a History panel, on the left of the screen. This
displays a history of recent game results, with the winning score highlighted.
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Baccarat: Playing the Game
Playing Baccarat is very simple:
1. Place bets on one or two of the betting zones (remember, you cannot bet on
both Player and Banker at the same time) by selecting suitable chips and
clicking on the betting zones until you have placed the bets you want to. If you
go wrong, click the Clear button to start again.
1. In the game Punto Banco, the Player zone is called 'Punto' and the
Banker zone is called 'Banco'.
Once you have placed all the bets you want to make, click the Deal button. The
cards will then be dealt automatically and the result shown. Cards 2–9 are worth face
value, 10s and face cards (J, Q, K) are worth zero, and Aces are worth 1 point. The
total score is calculated by taking the sum of all cards. If the sum is above 10 then
the tens digit is ignored. For example, a hand consisting of 2 and 3 is worth 5. A
hand consisting of 6 and 7 is worth 3, the first digit is dropped because the total is
higher than 9. A hand consisting of 4 and 6 is worth zero.
If you have won, credit will be added to your account, if not, you will lose the chips
you wagered.
Note: Remember that anything you win by betting on the Banker is subject to a 5%
commission payment.
Repeat the process to play again. If you want to place the same number of chips on
the same bets as in your previous game, you can do so quickly by clicking the Rebet
button.
After each round, the 6 decks of cards are reset.
Card Values

Card

Value

Ace

1

2 to 9

Face value

10

0

Jack, Queen, King

0

Deal Rules

Two cards to each position are dealt, in the order; to Player, then Banker, then
Player, then Banker.
If either the Player or the Banker has a total of an 8 or a 9 they both stand. The
round ends, and the hand is evaluated.
If either the Player or the Banker do not have a total of 8 or 9 -
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If the Player's total is 5 or less, then the Player hits, otherwise the Player
stands.
If the Player stands, then the Banker hits on a total of 5 or less.
If the Player does hit then use the table below to determine if the banker hits
(H) or stands (S).

Payouts

Bet Position

Game Result

Payout

Player

Player wins

1 to 1

Banker

Banker wins

1 to 1, minus 5% commission *

Tie

Tie

8 to 1

Player or Banker

Tie

Original bet returned

With each payout, the original bet is also returned to the player.
* Wins on Banker must pay a commission, 5% of the payout size.
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Game Details
Baccarat Game Details

There are 3 games using the Baccarat rules:




Baccarat (when selected in Lobby, this game is displayed as 'Western
Baccarat')
Baccarat: Elite Edition (when selected in Lobby, this game is displayed as
'Western Baccarat: Elite Edition')
Punto Banco (when selected in Lobby, this game is displayed as 'Punto
Banco Baccarat')

These games use 6 decks of cards. Whenever a new card is dealt, it is selected at
random from the remaining cards in the decks.
The Elite Edition games have a 'Limit' button on the table, move your mouse pointer
over this button to see the games rules.
The overall return to player, for all Baccarat games, is calculated as:




Bet on Banker = 98.94%
Bet on Player = 98.76%
Bet on Tie = 85.56%
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Roulette
Roulette
Roulette is possibly the best known and most instantly recognisable of all Casino
games, and despite the complicated-looking board, one of the most simple.
The object of the game is to predict where the ball in the spinning wheel will land.
Just bet on the numbers, colour or sections of the board that you choose, spin the
wheel, and cross your fingers!
There are currently two versions of Roulette available; European and American. The
main difference between these versions is the number of positions in the wheel.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
If you are playing Roulette games using the Mobile client, the interface is explained
on the Mobile Screen Layout page.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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Roulette: Screen Layout
Note: When playing Blackjack games on the Mobile Client, some buttons and
features may not be available. See the Mobile Screen Layout page for details.
The Wheel.

The wheel contains a number of equally sized pockets. Each pocket is labelled with
a number. The number of pockets on the wheel can vary between games. In
European Roulette there are 37 pockets, numbered from 0 to 36. In American
Roulette there are 38 pockets, this extra pocket is numbered 00.
When the game is in play, the ball will be released on the spinning wheel, and
eventually come to rest in one of the numbered pockets. The winning number can be
seen on the wheel, but it is confirmed in the Recent Results panel, which displays it
more clearly.
The Table.

The table is where all the bets on each spin are laid. Simply click on one of the
marked zones, lines or intersections on the table, in order to add a chip of the
currently selected value to that part of the table, and place a bet accordingly. Multiple
chips may be placed on the same zone, and multiple bets may be made on one spin
of the wheel.
For more information about the different bet positions and their payouts, see Playing
the Game.
To remove or reduce a bet that was placed in error, right-click on that chip-stack.
The bet will be reduced by the value of the chip currently selected in the ChipSelector.
The Recent Results Panel.

The winning numbers from the 9 most recent spins are displayed in the panel on the
furthest right.
The Last Result Panel.

After each spin, the panel to the right of the wheel will show a close-up view of the
wheel, confirming the spin result.
The Chip Selector.

The Chip Selector is located on the edge of the table, and will allow you to select the
value of the chips you are betting. At any given time, the chip that is currently
selected will look bigger than the others. To select a chip type, click on it; any bets
you place will use chips of the value you have selected, until you select a different
one.
You are free to mix chips of whatever denomination you choose, although there is a
limit to how much you can bet on a single game. Your limit will depend on your
accounts profile. A new player will normally have a limit of 100 credits per spin.
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Note: If there are active arrow buttons by your chip selector, you can click on them
to access additional chips of different values. If not, you are limited to the chip values
you can see.
The Buttons.

The controls on Roulette are very simple. Once bets have been placed on the table,
there are only three buttons.
Note: When playing Roulette games on the Mobile Client, some buttons and features
may not be available.





The Clear Button. This clears all chips off the table. This can only be used
before a bet is placed and the wheel is spun.
The Spin Button. Once all bets have been placed, click on the Spin button to
release the ball into the spinning Roulette Wheel. Once you have clicked the
button, the credits you have wagered will be deducted from your account, the
wheel will be spun, the result announced and any winnings added to your
account.
The Rebet Button. If you want to repeat the same bets from the previous
game, this can be done automatically by clicking on the Rebet button. Clicking
on the Rebet button more than once will add the same amount again to each
of the bets made in the last game.

The Bet and Win Panel

The total Bet amount placed on the table and total win from the last spin are
displayed in a panel next to the Recent Results Panel. After each spin, the bet and
win amounts from the previous bet remain visible until a new bet is placed.
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Roulette: Playing the Game
Placing Bets

To place bets, simply select the type of chip you want to bet using the Chip Selector,
and click on the section of the table that you want to bet on. You can click on a single
section more than once, and with different chip types, if you want to increase the size
of a bet.
To place bets on more than one area, repeat the process by clicking and placing
chips on each area you want to bet on.
See Example...

In this example, bets have been placed on the zones for Odd Numbers, 3rd 12 (Nos
25-36) and the middle column.
Placing Bets on Blocks of Numbers

As with live roulette, you can place a single bet on numbers that are next to one
another on the table by clicking on the lines between them, or on four numbers at
once by clicking on the corners where those four sections meet. More information on
the different types of bet is given below.
The blocks of numbers you can bet on are highlighted as you move the mouse
pointer over them. To place a bet, simply click when the block of numbers you want
is highlighted. Block bets can include 0 and 00, see Bets Involving 0 and 00 for
details.
See Example...

A bet placed on the intersection as shown here will win on 13, 14, 16 & 17
In American Roulette, you can bet on 0, 00, 1, 2 and 3 by highlighting the bottom left
corner between the positions for 0 and 1.
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The highlighting feature only works on the numbered positions on the table. For
information on other bet positions, see Placing Other Bets
Placing Bets on Rows of Numbers

In order to place a bet on a row of numbers (such as 1, 2 and 3), click on the line to
the left of that row (the line on the left of the 1 in this case).
See Example...

Similarly, in bets on double rows (7, 8, 9, 10, 11 & 12) are placed by clicking on the
left hand corner of where those two rows touch (the left hand corner between the 7
and the 10 in this instance).
See Example...

Placing Call Bets

Call Bets are only available in European Roulette. These bets are; Red Splits, Black
Splits, Voisins du Zéro, Tiers du Cylindre and Orphelins.
Highlight the name of a Call Bet to see the bet positions on the table for that bet. To
make a Call Bet, click its name and chips will be placed in the relevant positions on
the table.

Call Bet
Name
Red Splits
Black Splits
Voisins du
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Bet Positions
(Split:9,12), (Split:18,21), (Split:27,30), (Split:16,19)
(Split:8,11), (Split:10,11), (Split:10,13), (Split:17,20), (Split:26,29),
(Split:28,29), (Split:28,31)
(Trio:0,2,3) *, (Split:4,7), (Split:12,15), (Split:18,21), (Split:19,22),

Casino Help
Zéro
Tiers du
Cylindre
Orphelins

(Split:25,28), (Split:26,29), (Split:32,35)
(Split:5,8), (Split:10,11), (Split:13,16), (Split:23,24), (Split:27,30),
(Split:33,36)
(Single:1), (Split:6,9), (Split:14,17), (Split:17,20), (Split:31,34)

* Each Call Bet will place a single chip on each of the bet positions. There is one
exception; Voisins du Zéro places 2 chips on (Trio:0,2,3).
The payouts for Call Bets follow the same rules as the payouts for single numbers,
blocks, rows etc. See the Payouts table for details.
Placing Other Bets

Other types of bet, that cover multiple numbers, are made by selecting specific
positions on the table. For payout information, see the Payout table.

Bet Name

Red

Numbers Involved

Amount of
Numbers in
Bet

All Red numbers;
1,3,5,7,9,12,14,16,18,19,21,23,25,27,30,32,34,36

18
18

1 to 18

All Black numbers;
2,4,6,8,10,11,13,15,17,20,22,24,26,28,29,31,33,35
All Even numbers;
2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32,34,36
All Odd numbers;
1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29,31,33,35
Numbers 1 through to 18 inclusive

19 to 36

Numbers 19 through to 36 inclusive

18

1st 12

Numbers 1 through to 12 inclusive

12

2nd 12

Numbers 13 through to 24 inclusive

12

3rd 12

Numbers 25 through to 36 inclusive

12

Black
Even
Odd

2 to 1

There are 3 of these, each refers to the column of
numbers above it

18
18
18

12

Clearing Bets

If you want to remove or reduce the value of an existing bet, right-click on the chipstack for that bet. This will reduce that bet by the value of the chip currently selected
in the Chip Selector, until there are no chips left in that stack.
To remove all chips from the table, click on the Clear Bets button.
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Spinning the Wheel

Once you have placed all the bets, click on the Spin button. This releases the ball
and deducts the credits from your account for the bets you have placed. From the
point that you click the Spin button to the time the result has been announced, the
buttons will be disabled.
Once the ball has come to rest, the result will be displayed, the chips cleared from
the table and any winnings will be added to your account.
Replacing Previous Bets

If you wish to make exactly the same bets as you did on the previous spin, click on
the Rebet button. If you click on the Rebet button more than once, then each click
will add the same amount to each of your bets as your original stake.
E.g. If you bet 10 chips on 0, 5 chips on 10 and 10 chips on Red on the previous
spin, and then click Rebet three times, you will be betting 30 on 0, 15 on 10, and 30
on Red.
Payouts

To calculate a payout, the game multiplies the bet size by the value in the Payout
column. For example, a 2 credit bet on a group of 3 numbers pays 11:1. This would
payout 22 (2 x 11) and return the bet, giving a total Win amount of 24.

Amount of Payout
Numbers in
Bet
1

35:1

A single number

2

17:1

1,2

3

11:1

1,2,3

4

8:1

1,2,4,5

5

6:1

American Roulette only - 0, 00, 1, 2, 3

6

5:1

1,2,3,4,5,6

12

2:1

1st 12, 2nd 12, 3rd 12

18

1:1

Red, Black, Odd, Even, 1-18, 19-36

Bets Involving 0 and 00
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Example

Bet

Payout

0

35:1

Casino Help

00 **

35:1

0, 00 **

17:1

0,1 or 0,2

17:1

0,3 *

17:1

0,1,2

11:1

0,2,3 *

11:1

0,00,1,2,3
**

6:1

00,2,3 **

11:1

00,0,2 **

11:1

00,3 **

17:1

00,2 **

17:1

* European Roulette only
** American Roulette only
Playing the game with a keyboard

If you are playing this type of game using a device with a mouse and keyboard, the
following keyboard keys can be used to control the game;



Spacebar: Spin
S key: Spin
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Roulette: Screen Layout - Mobile
When playing Roulette games using the Mobile client, the interface and buttons for
controlling the game are different from the other client types.
The interface and buttons for Mobile client Roulette games are described below.

















Balance. Your total balance at the casino is displayed in the bottom-left of the
screen.
Recent Results. The last 5 spin results are displayed above the Balance.
Table. The table is where all the bets on each spin are laid. Simply click on
one of the marked zones, lines or intersections on the table, in order to add a
chip of the currently selected value to that part of the table, and place a bet
accordingly. Multiple chips may be placed on the same zone, and multiple
bets may be made on one spin of the wheel.
 For more information about the different bet positions and their
payouts, see Playing the Game.
Chip Selector. The chip displayed on the right of the screen shows the
currently selected Chip size. Pressing this displays other Chip sizes, which
can be pressed to select them. Any bets you place will use chips of the value
you have selected, until you select a different one.
Call Bets. If the game supports Call Bets, pressing this button displays each
type, these can be pressed to make bets on the relevant table positions.
Bet. This shows the total value of the bets that have been made on the table.
Undo. Pressing this removes the last chip that was placed on the Table. If the
last chip was part of a Call Bet, all the chips from this bet are removed.
Clear. Before pressing Spin, clicking Clear will remove all the chips from the
table.
Spin. Once all bets have been placed, click on the Deal button to place the
configured bets, begin the game and deal cards to all positions that have
made bets.
Win. After a game is completed and there has been a win, the total value of
the win is displayed here.
Rebet. After a game is completed, to repeat the bets using the same bet
positions on the table, press the Rebet button.
Options. The cog icon, in the top-left of the screen, opens the Options menu,
see below.
The X button, in the top-right of the screen, closes the game and returns to
the Lobby.

After pressing Spin, the Roulette wheel appears and displays the result of the game.
Pressing the Options button (the cog icon, in the top-left of the screen) shows
additional buttons for;
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Sound (Musical note icon). This toggles the sound effects on and off.
Cashier ($ icon). This opens the Cashier page.
Lobby (Squares icon). This closes the game and returns the client to the
Lobby.

Casino Help


Fullscreen (4 Arrows icon). This is only available on some mobile devices. It
toggles the game between fullscreen and not fullscreen. When running in
fullscreen, the devices browser is not displayed.
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Game Details
Roulette Game Details

There are 4 Roulette games:





American Roulette
American Roulette: Elite Edition
European Roulette
European Roulette: Elite Edition

The Elite Edition games have a 'Limit' button on the table, move your mouse pointer
over this button to see the games rules.
The overall return to player is calculated as:
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American Roulette (including Elite Edition): 94.74%
European Roulette (including Elite Edition): 97.3%
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Blackjack
Blackjack
There are several Blackjack variants available, each of which has slightly different
rules combinations and pack sizes, but the way they are played is consistent
throughout. Each version contains the same features on each screen, and is played
with the same controls.

Game
Name
European

Vegas
Strip

Hands Decks
5

5

2

4

Split

Double

When values and First 2 cards, totalling
faces match
9, 10 or 11
Once, maximum 2
hands

Not after Split

When values
match

Any 2 cards

Surrender
No

No

Available after Split *

3 times, maximum
4 hands
Once on Aces *
Atlantic
City

5

8

When values
match

Any 2 cards

Yes

Available after Split *

3 times maximum
4 hands
Once on Aces *
Single
Deck

1

1

When values
and faces match

First 2 cards,
totalling 9, 10 or 11

Once, maximum
2 hands

Available after Split *

No

Once on Aces *

Hands: The maximum number of individual hands that can be played during each
round.


When playing using the Mobile client, only 3 Hands are available in European,
Vegas Strip and Atlantic City.

Decks: The number of card decks used (52 cards per deck).


Whenever a new card is dealt, it is selected at random from the remaining
cards in the deck(s). When a hand is decided, its cards are returned to the
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deck. When all the hands in a single game are decided, the Dealer's cards are
returned to the deck.
Split, Double: The rules for Split and Double.
Surrender: Whether a hand can be surrendered after the deal.
*After splitting Aces, and receiving the second card for each hand, you cannot Hit or
Double, you can only Stand.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
If you are playing Blackjack games using the Mobile client, the interface is explained
on the Mobile Screen Layout page.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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Blackjack: Screen Layout and Game Controls
Before each hand begins, each screen contains the following areas and controls.
Once cards have been dealt, the Deal and Clear buttons disappear, to make way for
the in-game controls.
Note: When playing Blackjack games on the Mobile Client, some buttons and
features may not be available. See the Mobile Screen Layout page for details.


The Chip Selector. The Chip Selector is located on the edge of the table, and
will allow you to select the value of the chips you are betting. At any given
time, the chip that is currently selected will look bigger than the others. To
select a chip type, click on it; any bets you place will use chips of the value
you have selected, until you select a different one.
The arrow buttons at each side of the Chip Selector can be used to cycle
through the available chip sizes.
You are free to mix chips of whatever denomination you choose, although
there is a limit to how much you can bet on a single game. The chip sizes and
total bet limit will depend on the version of the game you are playing and your
accounts profile.








The Betting Zones. In all games except Single Deck Blackjack, there are five
betting zones available for use, so that you can bet on up to five Blackjack
hands at once. Each zone is represented by a rectangle. In Single Deck
Blackjack there is only one betting zone. To make a bet, select a chip type
using the Chip Selector, and click on one of the circles. You can increase your
bet, up to the maximum allowed, by clicking again, with the same or different
chip types.
 Note: In Mobile games, there are three betting zones, in all games
except Single Deck Blakjack.
The Clear Button. Before the cards are dealt, clicking this will clear all the
chips from the table.
The Deal Button. Once all bets have been placed, click on the Deal button to
begin the hand, and deal cards to all positions that have made bets. Once the
deal begins, this button disappears, and is replaced by the In-Game Control
buttons.
The Rebet Button. Clicking on the Rebet button will automatically place the
same bets as were laid for each position in the previous hand. Once the deal
begins, this button disappears, and is replaced by the In-Game Control
buttons.

In-Game Controls

Once cards are dealt, the Deal and Clear Bets buttons disappear, and are replaced
by buttons that show the options available at the time. These options are specific to
each hand in play, (the screen will indicate which hand is in play at the time). Play
goes clockwise from the dealer; hence, decisions for the position on the right of the
screen are taken first. In Single Deck Blackjack, only one hand can be played, the
one in the middle of the table. Depending on the options available at the time, the
following controls may be visible on-screen:
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Note: When playing Blackjack games on the Mobile Client, some buttons and
features may not be available.
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Hit. Clicking Hit requests an additional card to be added to the hand that is
currently in play.
Stand. Clicking Stand completes the actions available for the hand that is
currently in play.
Double. Clicking this allows you to Double-down. The Game Table shows the
rules in each game.
Split. If your initial cards are the same, you will be offered the chance to split
them. Some Blackjack variants will allow all cards that have a value of 10
(even non-identical ones) to be split whereas others only allow you to split
pairs of cards with a matching face. The game rules table shows the rules in
each game. Depending on the variant, you may or may not be able to Double
split pairs.
Insurance. The Insurance buttons appear on the right of the screen, near the
Chip Selector, when the dealer’s visible card is an Ace. If the dealer’s hand is
a Blackjack, you will receive a payout of 2 to 1.
Unlike the other in-game controls, the option to insure hands is taken before
the rest of the actions are offered, and can be applied either to each hand
individually or all of them at once.
Surrender. In some versions of Blackjack, a ‘Surrender’ button will appear
after the cards are dealt. This button forfeits the selected hand, and then half
of the bet amount for that hand is returned to the player.

Casino Help
Blackjack: Playing the Game
Select Chips and Place Bets

To begin, choose a chip type from the Chip Selector, and click on one of the Betting
Zones. You can click to add additional chips (whether of the same or different
denominations) until you have made the bet you want. If you want to bet on more
than one hand at once, repeat this process on any or all of the other four zones. You
can clear chips from all the betting areas by clicking on the Clear button.
Note: There may be a maximum amount that you can bet at once. This restriction is
on the total amount bet, not the amount per hand.
Note: In Single Deck Blackjack, only one hand can be played which means there is
only one Betting Zone, the one in the middle of the table.
Deal the Cards

Click on the Deal button. All the positions at the table that have got bets placed will
receive two cards, face up. The dealer will either receive one or two cards; it
depends on which version of the game you are playing. Once cards are dealt, the
Deal and Clear buttons will disappear. Your own cards will also have a label on
them, indicating their total score. If one of the cards is an Ace, both of the possible
point combinations will be shown. For example: an Ace and a 5 would be displayed
as 6/16.
Play Your Hands

Unless the Dealer’s Up-Card is an Ace (in which case you will be offered Insurance),
you will then make the decisions for how you play each hand that you bet on in turn,
starting with the one nearest to the right of the screen. The hand in play at any given
time will be indicated. In Single Deck Blackjack you can only bet on one hand.
Buttons for the options available to you will be displayed on the screen. Your options
will depend on the cards in your hand, but include the following:








Hit. Clicking Hit requests an additional card from the dealer. You can keep
clicking Hit until the total points for your hand reached 21 or more. If the total
is more than 21, your hand is bust, and therefore worthless.
Stand. Clicking Stand indicates that you do not want any more cards. This
ends the available actions for the hand that is currently in play. Once all hands
have stood or bust, the Dealer completes their hand.
Blackjack. If your hand is a natural Blackjack, i.e. an Ace and a 10-card
(whether a numerical 10 or a picture card), you will not be offered any other
options for that hand. It wins automatically, unless the dealer also has a
Blackjack, in which case it will tie, and you will receive your stake back.
If you win with a natural Blackjack, you win a bonus of an extra half again of
what you bet on that hand. E.g. if you bet 2 chips, you will win 3 from the
dealer instead of the usual 2.
Double. Also known as "Double-down". This button will only be shown when it
is available as an option. In Atlantic City and Vegas Strip Blackjack it is
always available when the first 2 cards have just been dealt. In European and
Single Deck Blackjack it is only available for hands whose initial cards are
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worth a total of 9, 10 or 11. If you click the Double button, you make an
additional bet equal to your initial stake on that position, that you will win the
hand on the draw of a single additional card. The additional bet will be placed
on the table automatically, along with the extra card, and the turn for that hand
will then end. If you do not win with a doubled hand, you lose your original bet
and the additional bet.
See Example...

Note: When increasing the bet amount on a hand, if your balance is not
sufficient you will be notified. If you still want to increase the bet you should go
to the Cashier, deposit more funds and then return to the game.


Split. Also known as "Split Pair". This option is only available if the two cards
that you are dealt initially are both of the same type and have the same value
(e.g. 2 sevens, 2 queens or 1 queen and 1 jack).
Splitting a pair allows you to separate the two cards, have an additional card
dealt on each of them, and then treat each of them as a separate hand,
choosing to Hit or Stand as required. As always, the pointer will indicate which
hand is in play at a particular time.
Note: By splitting a pair, you are making an additional bet, equal to the initial
stake on that hand. Once split, they are treated as completely separate hands.
The game rules table shows the rules in each game. Depending on the variant,
you may or may not be able to Double split pairs.
See Example...

A split pair of Aces. Note that each new hand has a chip by it, as split pairs are bet
on separately.
Note: When splitting Aces in either Atlantic City Blackjack, Vegas Strip
Blackjack or Single Deck Blackjack (including the Elite Editions), after the
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additional card is dealt on each of them the hand ends. In these games, you
cannot Hit after splitting Aces, only Stand. In European Blackjack, you can hit
after splitting Aces.
Note: When increasing the bet amount on a hand, if your balance is not
sufficient you will be notified. If you still want to increase the bet you should go
to the Cashier, deposit more funds and then return to the game.


Surrender. In some versions of Blackjack, a ‘Surrender’ button will appear
after the cards are dealt. This button forfeits the selected hand, and then half
of the bet amount for that hand is returned to the player.

Insurance

The Insurance buttons appear on the right of the screen, near the Chip Selector,
when the dealer’s visible card is an Ace, and you are being given the option to insure
against the possibility of the dealer having a Blackjack. If you choose to insure, the
stake is half of your initial stake for the hand. If the dealer does have a Blackjack,
you will receive a payout of 2 to 1 on the amount "insured", regardless of your own
cards.
Note: When playing a version of Blackjack that supports multiple hands, you can
choose to insure none, all or some of your hands.
See Example...

These are the Insurance buttons. In Single Hand Blackjack, the only choices are
‘Insurance? YES’ and ‘Insurance? NO’ .
In Atlantic City and Vegas Strip Blackjack, if the Dealer’s up-card is an Ace then
Insurance is offered. After the Insurance option, the dealer will "peek" at the downcard to see if it completes a Blackjack. If the down-card creates a Blackjack, any
insurance bets are paid. If the down-card does not create a Blackjack, any insurance
bets are lost. After the peek, play continues on the players hands.
In European and Single Deck Blackjack, if the Dealers first card in an Ace then
insurance is offered. After the Insurance option, play continues until the player’s
hands are resolved. Then the dealer receives a second card. If the second dealer
card creates a Blackjack, any insurance bets are paid. If the second dealer card
does not create a Blackjack, any insurance bets are lost.
Note: In Single Deck Blackjack you can only play one hand.
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Note: When increasing the bet amount on a hand, if your balance is not sufficient
you will be notified. If you still want to increase the bet you should go to the Cashier,
deposit more funds and then return to the game.
Dealer Actions

Once all your actions are complete, if your hands have not bust then the dealer’s
hand must then be played. Depending on the game version, either the second dealer
card is revealed or dealt. Then the game is resolved accordingly.
Dealer Restrictions. As in all Blackjack games, the dealer’s actions are
restricted. If the total value of the dealer’s cards is less than 17, the dealer
must Hit. If the value of the cards is 17 or more, the dealer must Stand. In
hands that contain an ace, and that are valid hands whether the ace is
counted as high or low, the higher value is always used. E.g. If The dealer has
an Ace and a 6, this could be read as either 7 or 17, and is called a "Soft 17".
A “Hard 17” is a hand without an Ace that totals 17.
 In European, Vegas Strip and Atlantic City Blackjack, the Dealer
will always Stand on either a Soft or Hard 17.
 In Single Deck Blackjack, the Dealer will always Hit on a Soft 17
but Stand on a Hard 17.
Dealer Blackjack. If the dealer’s hand is a natural Blackjack, it automatically beats
all player hands that are not also Blackjacks. Note that if you have split a pair of aces
and been dealt a 10-card with it (or vice versa), this hand is only treated as a 21, and
not a natural Blackjack. A dealer’s Blackjack will therefore beat it.


Payouts

Result of Hand

Description

Payout for Hand

Player - Win

Players hand closer to 21 than Dealers

1 to 1

Player – Win Blackjack

Players hand Blackjack, Dealers not

3 to 2

Insurance - Win

Player insured the hand and Dealer has 2 to 1 (on insurance
Blackjack
bet)

Double - Win

Player doubled and then beat Dealer

2 to 1

Push

Players hand and Dealers hand are the
same

Bet returned

Surrender

Player Surrenders after Deal

Half of bet returned

Player - Lose

Players hand over 21 (‘Bust’) or
beaten by dealers

Nothing

For each win, the initial bet for the hand is also returned to the Player
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Blackjack: Screen Layout - Mobile
When playing Blackjack games using the Mobile client, the interface and buttons for
controlling the game are different from the other client types.
The interface and buttons for Mobile client Blackjack games are described below.












Balance. Your total balance at the casino is displayed in the bottom-left of the
screen.
Chip Selector. The chip displayed on the right of the screen shows the
currently selected Chip size. Pressing this displays other Chip sizes, which
can be pressed to select them. Any bets you place will use chips of the value
you have selected, until you select a different one.
Betting Zones. In all games except Single Deck Blackjack, there are three
betting zones available for use, so that you can bet on up to three Blackjack
hands at once. Each zone is represented by a set of circles. To make a bet,
select a chip type using the Chip Selector, and click on one of the circles. You
can increase your bet, up to the maximum allowed, by clicking again, with the
same or different chip types.
 In Single Deck Blackjack there is only one betting zone
Clear. Before pressing deal (before the cards are dealt), clicking Clear will
remove all the chips from the table.
Deal. Once all bets have been placed, click on the Deal button to place the
configured bets, begin the game and deal cards to all positions that have
made bets.
Win. After a game is completed and there has been a win, the total value of
the win is displayed here.
Options. The cog icon, in the top-left of the screen, opens the Options menu,
see below.
The X button, in the top-right of the screen, closes the game and returns to
the Lobby.

After a Deal and during a game, additional buttons are displayed. See In Game
Controls for details.
Pressing the Options button (the cog icon, in the top-left of the screen) shows
additional buttons for;







Sound (Musical note icon). This toggles the sound effects on and off.
Cashier ($ icon). This opens the Cashier page.
Lobby (Squares icon). This closes the game and returns the client to the
Lobby.
Fullscreen (4 Arrows icon). This is only available on some mobile devices. It
toggles the game between fullscreen and not fullscreen. When running in
fullscreen, the devices browser is not displayed.
Rules. This shows a summary of the rules for the game.
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Game Details
Blackjack Game Details

There are 8 Blackjack games:









Atlantic City Blackjack
Atlantic City Blackjack: Elite Edition
Vegas Strip Blackjack
Vegas Strip Blackjack: Elite Edition
European Blackjack
European Blackjack: Elite Edition
Single Deck Blackjack
Single Deck Blackjack: Elite Edition

For more details on the rules for each game, see Blackjack.
The Elite Edition games have a 'Limit' button on the table, move your mouse pointer
over this button to see the games rules.
The overall return to player is calculated as:
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Atlantic City Blackjack (including Elite Edition): 99.89%
Vegas Strip Blackjack (including Elite Edition): 99.68%
European Blackjack (including Elite Edition): 99.60%
Single Deck Blackjack (including Elite Edition): 99.80%
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3 Card Poker
3 Card Poker
3 Card poker is a game played against the Dealer. Bets are made using chips on
either the likelihood of beating the dealer’s hand, the strength of your own hand or
both. The way the value of the hands is determined is similar to regular poker, using
pairs, three-of-a-kind, flushes, straights and straight flushes, although because of the
odds of completing these combinations in a three card hand, the ranking of the
hands is slightly different to that of 5 card poker.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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3 Card Poker: Screen Layout
The Chip Selector.

This is on the left, and allows you to select the value of the chips you are betting. At
any given time, the chip that is currently selected will look bigger than the others. To
select a chip type, click on it; any bets you place will use chips of the value you have
selected, until you select a different one.
You are free to mix chips of whatever denomination you choose, although there is a
limit to how much you can bet on a single game.

Betting Circles.

There are three betting circles: Ante, Pair Plus and Play. Chips may be placed in
these circles in order to place bets at different points of the game.






Ante - The bet placed in the Ante circle is the initial bet you place that your
hand will beat the dealer’s hand. You can bet on Ante and Pair Plus at the
same time.
Pair Plus - The bet placed in the Pair Plus circle is a bet that your own hand
will be a pair, or something more valuable, irrespective of what the dealer’s
hand is.
Play - This bet is placed as part of the game against the dealer, and is only
placed after the cards have been dealt, and both you and the dealer have
remained in the game. Bets are not placed in the Play circle by clicking on
the circle, but by clicking the Play button.

Clear Button.

This button clears all bets from the table.
Deal Button.

Once bets have been placed, you can click on the Deal button to deal cards and
begin the game. Once the game is in play, the Deal button can no longer be
selected.

Play Button

Once an Ante game is in play, the Play button becomes active, underneath the Ante
Circle. If you decide to continue playing against the dealer once you have seen your
cards, click the Play button in order to place your bet in the Play Circle.
Fold Button
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Once an Ante game is in play, the Fold button becomes active, next to the Play
button. If, having seen your cards, you decide not to continue playing against the
dealer, you can forfeit the bet in the Ante Circle by clicking the Fold button.
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3 Card Poker: Playing the Game
When you play 3 Card Poker, you can choose to play either against the dealer, or
you can play the Pair Plus game, or both. Use the Chip Selector to choose the value
of the chip that you want to bet, and then click on the appropriate betting circle: Ante
for the game against the dealer, and/or Pair Plus for the Pair Plus game. You can
add more chips by clicking on the circles more than once. To remove chips, use the
Clear button.
When you have placed the bets you want to make, click the Deal button to deal the
cards and begin the game.
Playing against the Dealer

If you place a bet in the Ante circle, you are matching your cards against the
Dealer's. You and the Dealer will both be dealt 3 cards. The Dealer’s cards will be
face down.
Once you have looked at your cards, you can decide to fold or play. If you wish to
fold, click on the Fold button. You will lose the chips in the Ante circle, and the game
ends. If you wish to play on, you must click the Play button, which will place the
same amount in the Play circle as you originally staked in the Ante circle.
If your hand rank is not High Card Queen or better, it will be described as
'Unqualified'.


You can continue to play with an Unqualified hand, you can still win if the
Dealers hand is also Unqualified.

Once you have indicated whether you will fold or play, the Dealer will also either play
or fold. The Dealer will only play if his hand is worth at least a High Card Queen,
otherwise the Dealer folds, because their hand is unqualified. With an unqualified
hand, the Dealer always folds, regardless of the cards in the Players hand.



If the Dealer folds, you will win chips equal to the amount you placed in the
Ante circle. The chips in the Ante and Play circles are also returned to you.
If the Dealer plays, the Dealer’s hand is revealed, and your hand is compared
to it  If your hand wins, you will win an amount equal to the total in the Ante
and Play circles. The chips in the Ante and Play circles are also
returned to you.
 If your hand is the same as the Dealers, a 'Push' is declared. The chips
in the Ante and Play circles are returned to you.
 If your hand is beaten by the Dealers, you will lose your Ante and Play
bets.

You also win a bonus payout if your hand contains a Straight, Three-of-a-Kind or a
Straight Flush, regardless of whether or not your hand beats or ties with the Dealer’s.
Playing Pair Plus
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If you place a bet in the Pair Plus circle, the game is a very simple one. The cards
are dealt, and regardless of the Dealer’s cards relative to your own, whether or not
you placed a bet in the Ante circle, if your own hand contains at least a pair, you will
win the Pair Plus bet. The exact payout depends on the exact hand you have. If your
hand does not contain a pair or higher, you lose the chips in the Pair Plus circle.
Playing the game with a keyboard

If you are playing this type of game using a device with a mouse and keyboard, the
following keyboard keys can be used to control the game;


D key: Activate the Deal button



R key: Activate the Rebet button



P key: Activate the Play button



F key: Activate the Fold button
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3 Card Poker Hand Ranks - Highest First
The ranking of hands in 3-Card Poker, and the value of each hand for both the Pair
Plus game and for bonuses in the Ante game (against the Dealer) are as follows:

Hand

Pair Plus Payouts

Ante Bonus Payouts

Straight flush

40:1

5:1

Three of a Kind

30:1

4:1

Straight

6:1

1:1

Flush

4:1

No Payout

Pair

1:1

No Payout

No Payout

No Payout

High Card
(Aces highest)

Here are some examples of 3 Card Poker hands and their rank
High Card:
Player hand values are: 7, 8, Ace.
Dealer hand values are: 8, 9, Queen.
Player wins because their Ace is higher than the Dealer's Queen.
Pair:
Player hand values are: 3, 3, Jack.
Dealer hand values are 8, 9, Queen.
Player wins because of their pair of 3's.
Flush:
Player hand values and suits are: 6 Hearts, 8 Hearts, 10 Hearts.
Dealer hand values and suits are: Jack Clubs, 3 Diamonds, 7 Spades.
Player wins because all their cards are Hearts.
Straight:
Player hand values are: 8, 9, 10.
Dealer hand values are 5, 9, Queen.
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Player wins because their card values are in numerical order.
Three of a Kind:
Player hand values and suits are: 6 Hearts, 6 Diamonds, 6 Clubs.
Dealer hand values and suits are: Jack Clubs, 3 Diamonds, 7 Spades.
Player wins because all their card values are the same.
Straight Flush:
Player hand values and suits are: 2 Hearts, 3 Hearts, 4 Hearts.
Dealer hand values and suits are: Jack Clubs, 3 Diamonds, 7 Spades.
Player wins because their card suits are all the same AND all their card values are in
numerical order.
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Game Details
3 Card Poker Game Details

There are two 3 Card Poker games:



3 Card Poker (when selected in Lobby, this game is displayed as 'Three Card
Poker')
3 Card Poker: Elite Edition (when selected in Lobby, this game is displayed
as 'Three Card Poker: Elite Edition')

These games use a single deck of cards. Whenever a new card is dealt, it is
selected at random from the remaining cards in the deck.
The Elite Edition games have a 'Limit' button on the table, move your mouse pointer
over this button to see the games rules.
The overall return to player, for both games, is calculated as:
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Ante return to player = 96.63%
Pair Plus return to player = 97.68%
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Video Poker
Video Poker
Video Poker is a Coin based game, similar in format to 5-card-draw poker. In Video
Poker however, you are not playing against another player’s cards, but are simply
trying to get the best hand possible according to the game’s pay table, which is
displayed on the game screen.
Each version of Video Poker has its own particular features and scoring system.
Some allow wild cards, others do not. Each version does however have a gambling
game that can be played if you win a payout, which gives you a chance to increase
those winnings, or to lose them.
Video Pokers come in Single, 10 Play and 50 Play variations. The different winning
card combinations shown in the pay table are the same for each variation of each
game, but the number of hands and the size of the wagers is different. See the
Playing the Game section for more details.
All Video Poker games are played using 'coins', which are used to represent wagers
and payouts. See the Playing the Game section for more details.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
If you are playing Video Poker games using the Mobile client, the interface is
explained on the Mobile Button Bar page.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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Video Poker: General Layout
Single, 10 and 50 Play games
Video Pokers come in Single, 10 Play and 50 Play variations. The different winning
card combinations shown in the pay table are the same for each variation of each
game, but the number of hands and the size of the wagers is different.
Pay Table
The Pay Table in a Video Poker game is shown across the top half of the screen (for
Single play games) or above the button bar (for 10 and 50 Play games). The Pay
Table indicates the ranking of different hands.




For Single Play games, the columns of numbers indicate the payouts per coin
wagered, and can be clicked on to change the number of coins you wish to
bet.
For 10 Play and 50 Play games, the payouts are shown for the selected
number of Coins. To change the number of coins, click the Bet One or Bet
Max buttons.

See Example of a Single Play game...

The Pay Table shows how much will be paid for winning hands. Note that the
numbers in the left column are highlighted, indicating that this column is currently
selected.
Cards
Five cards are shown on the screen, which make up your poker hand. After a new
hand has been dealt, you can click on any or all of these cards to hold them during
the Draw. Cards that are not held will be replaced during the Draw. Held cards are
visibly identified as such.
See Example of a Single Play game...
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The player has held an Ace and a King, hoping to get a matching pair will come out
in the Draw.
Button Bar
Towards the bottom of the screen is the Button Bar. This contains the buttons and
displays that enable you to control most of the game functions, other than the
holding and releasing of cards, which is done by clicking the cards themselves after
the Deal.
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Video Poker - Hand Ranks
The Video Poker games use the hand ranks from traditional poker games. The hand
ranks used by each game are displayed on the games paytables.
The hand ranks available in each game vary. Wild/Deuces/Joker cards are only used
in some Video Poker games.
Here are some examples of the five cards you need in order to win each type of
hand rank.
Jacks or Better:
A pair of cards with matching values and the values are either Jack, Queen, King or
Ace.
Example: 6, 3, J, Q, J
Kings or Better:
A pair of cards with matching values and the values are either King or Ace.
Example: 6, 3, K, Q, K
Two Pair:
Two pairs of cards with matching values.
Example: 6, 6, 5, 7, 5
Three of a Kind:
Three cards with matching values.
Example: 6, 6, 5, 6, 9
Straight:
All five cards have values that are in numerical order.
Aces are included if they appear after a King or before a 2 in the sequence.
Example: 7, 9, 8, Jack, 10
Flush:
All five cards have the same suit.
Example: 3 Hearts, 9 Hearts, Jack Hearts, 5 Hearts, King Hearts
Full House:
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A pair and a three of a kind.
Example: 3, 9, 3, 9, 9
Four of a Kind:
Four cards with matching values.
Example: 9, 9, 3, 9, 9
Four 2-4:
Four cards with matching values and the values are either 2, 3 or 4.
Example: 2, 9, 2, 2, 2
Four 2-4 + Ace-4:
Four cards with matching values and the values are either 2, 3 or 4. The second
requirement is that the fifth card must be either an Ace, 2, 3 or 4.
Example: 2, A, 2, 2, 2
Four 2-4 + 5-K:
Four cards with matching values and the values are either 2, 3 or 4. The second
requirement is that the fifth card must be either a 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, Jack, Queen or King.
Example: 2, 7, 2, 2, 2
Four 5-K:
Four cards with matching values and the values are either 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, Jack,
Queen or King.
Example: 9, 3, 9, 9, 9
Four J, Q or K:
Four cards with matching values and the values are either Jack, Queen or King.
Example: J, 9, J, J, J
Four Aces:
Four cards with an Ace value.
Example: A, 3, A, A, A
Four Aces + 2-4:
Four cards with an Ace value and the fifth card must have a value of either 2, 3 or 4.
Example: A, 3, A, A, A
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Four Aces + 5-K:
Four cards with an Ace value and the fifth card must have a value of either 5, 6, 7, 8,
9, Jack, Queen or King..
Example: A, J, A, A, A
Straight Flush:
All five cards have values that are in numerical order and have the same suit.
Example: 3 Hearts, 6 Hearts, 5 Hearts, 4 Hearts, 2 Hearts
Royal Flush and Natural Royal Flush:
All five cards are the highest value cards (Ten, Jack, Queen, King, Ace) and have
the same suit. No wild or joker cards.
Example: Ten Hearts, Queen Hearts, Ace Hearts, King Hearts, Jack Hearts
Hands that include Deuces/Wild/Joker cards:
Four Deuces:
Four cards with a value of 2-Wild
Example: 2-Wild, 3, 2-Wild, 2-Wild, 2-Wild
Four Deuces + Ace:
Four cards with a value of 2-Wild and the fifth card must be an Ace
Example: 2-Wild, A, 2-Wild, 2-Wild, 2-Wild
Four Deuces + A Joker:
Four cards with a value of 2-Wild and the fifth card must be a Joker
Example: 2-Wild, Joker, 2-Wild, 2-Wild, 2-Wild
Five 3-5:
Four cards with matching values between 3, 4 or 5 and the fifth card must be a 2Wild or Joker.
Example: 4, 4, 4, 4, 2-Wild
Five 6-K:
Four cards with matching values between 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, Jack, Queen or King and the
fifth card must be a 2-Wild or Joker.
Example: 8, 8, 8, 8, 2-Wild
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Five of a Kind:
Four cards that are all the same value and the fifth card must be a 2-Wild or Joker.
Example: 9, 9, 9, 9, 2-Wild
Five Aces:
Four cards that are all Aces and the fifth card must be a 2-Wild or Joker.
Example: A, A, A, A, 2-Wild
Wild Royal Flush:
This is a Royal Flush hand that includes one or more 2-Wild or Joker cards.
Example: 2-Wild, Queen Hearts, Ace Hearts, King Hearts, Jack Hearts
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Button Bar
Video Poker: Button Bar
The Button Bar contains the various displays and controls that allow you to play
Video Poker. Although there are several different variants of the game, they all work
in broadly the same way, and share a common set of controls.
Note: When playing Video Poker games on the Mobile Client, some buttons and
features may not be available. See the Mobile Button Bar page for details.
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Ticker Display. This is the display window at the top of the Button Bar. It
displays information relevant to the game.
Coins Balance Display. This display is on the left of the Button Bar, and
shows you how many Coins you have left to bet. Note that this will vary
depending on the value of the coins you are using. If you have 1000 credits
and are using 1-credit coins, the Coin Balance will read 1000. If you are using
100-credit coins, the Coin Balance will read 10.
Coin Selector. The Coin Selector looks slightly different on each game, but
always shows a coin of the value that is currently selected for betting on this
game. To change the value of the coins you are using, click on the Coin
Selector until you have selected the coin of the value you want.
Coins Display. The Coins display shows how many Coins are set to be bet
on each hand. You can change this either by clicking on the Bet One button,
the Bet Max button, or on one of the payout columns in the Pay Table.
Bet Display. This shows the total number of Credits that are set to be bet on
the next hand.
Win Display. Just above the Deal/Draw button, when you get a winning hand,
this screen will display how many credits you have won.
Double Button. The Double Button, along with the Collect button, only
becomes active when you have won a payout. Clicking on the Double button
starts the gambling mini-game that gives you a chance to increase your
winnings.
Collect Button. Like the Double button, the Collect button only becomes
active when you have won a payout. Clicking the Collect button retrieves your
winnings and deposits them in your account, ready for the next hand.
Bet One Button. The Bet One button increases the number of coins you are
betting on each hand, by one coin, up to the maximum possible for the game
being played. Clicking the Bet One button again returns the number of coins
being bet to one.
Bet Max Button. The Bet Max button is positioned on the right, just next to
the Deal/Draw button. Clicking the Bet Max button sets the bet to the
maximum number of coins for this game, and automatically deals a new hand.
Note: the Bet Max button will not change the value of the coins you have
selected; it will only bet the maximum number of coins possible on a single
hand.
Deal/Draw Button. Before a game begins, this button is the Deal button, and
once the value and number of coins to wager has been selected, clicking on it

Casino Help
deals five cards and begins the game.
Once a game is in progress, the label on the button changes to Draw, and it is
used to request replacement cards for the ones that were not held.
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Coin Selector
A coin Selector allows you to select the value of the coins that you are betting on a
particular game. You can change the value of the coins you are using by clicking on
the Coin Selector button on the game’s Button Bar. The Coin Selector button will
look like a coin of the value that is currently selected.
Clicking on the Coin Selector button will increase the value of the coins you are
betting to the next denomination coin available. Clicking repeatedly will increase the
value up to the maximum coin size available, and then return to the lowest value coin
used in that game.
Note: Not all games use the same selection of coins, so certain coin values will be
unavailable in some games.
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Video Poker: Button Bar - Mobile
When playing Video Poker games using the Mobile client, the interface and buttons
for controlling the game are different from the other client types.
The interface and buttons for Mobile client Video Poker games are described below.











Balance. Your total balance at the casino is displayed in the bottom-left of the
screen.
Coin Size. Shows the coin value and currency that is currently selected. To
change this, press on it until you have selected the coin value you want.
 Note: Not all games have the same selection of coins; make sure you
know how much you are betting before you deal!
Coins. Shows how many Coins are set to be bet on each hand. To change
this, press on it until you have selected the value you want.
Deal. Pressing the Deal button makes a bet and plays the game. The cost of
the bet is the currently configured Coin Size multiplied by the number of
Coins.
 After the cards are dealt, this button becomes the Draw button
 After a win, this button becomes the Collect button
Win. After a Win, the number of coins won is displayed here.
Double. If the game supports the Double feature, this button will be enabled
after a Win.
Options. The cog icon, in the top-left of the screen, opens the Options menu,
see below.
The X button, in the top-right of the screen, closes the game and returns to
the Lobby.

Pressing the Options button (the cog icon, in the top-left of the screen) shows
additional buttons for;





Sound (Musical note icon). This toggles the sound effects on and off.
Cashier ($ icon). This opens the Cashier page.
Lobby (Squares icon). This closes the game and returns the client to the
Lobby.
Fullscreen (4 Arrows icon). This is only available on some mobile devices. It
toggles the game between fullscreen and not fullscreen. When running in
fullscreen, the devices browser is not displayed.
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Playing the Game
Video Poker: Playing the Game
Video Pokers come in Single, 10 Play and 50 Play variations. The different winning
card combinations shown in the pay table are the same for each variation of each
game, but the number of hands and the size of the wagers is different.
Coins and Coin Balance

All Video Poker games are played using 'coins', which are used to represent both
wagers and payouts.
When playing a Video Poker game, your current balance at the casino is converted
to coins and shown in the Coin Balance. The number of coins displayed in the Coin
Balance will depend on the Coin size that is selected.


Example; if you have a balance of 10 credits and the Coin size is set to 0.05,
you will see this represented as 200 coins in the Coin Balance.

Bet sizes
The number of coins required for the currently configured wager is shown next to
Bet, above the Bet Max button. The amount of coins for the next wager can be
changed using the Bet One and Bet Max buttons.
When you select Deal, you make a wager equal to the number of coins shown next
to Bet. This is deducted from your balance using the calculation;


Coin size multiplied by Bet multiplied by number of hands (either 1, 10 or 50,
depending on the variation of video poker game).
 When you make a wager in a Single game, the Bet amount is equal to
the number of coins and you wager with a single hand of cards.
 When you make a wager in a 10 Play game, the Bet amount is the
number of coins multiplied by 10 and you wager with 10 hands of
cards.
 When you make a wager in a 50 Play game, the Bet amount is the
number of coins multiplied by 50 and you wager with 50 hands of
cards.

When you get a win and collect a payout from a Video Poker game, it is also shown
in coins. The total amount of coins won is shown above the Deal button next to Win.
This is added to your balance using the calculation;


Win multiplied by Coin size.

The Deal
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When you have selected a coin value and a number of coins that you wish to bet,
click on the Deal button to start the game. Five cards will appear face-up on the
screen.
Holding and Discarding

You will need to evaluate the cards you have been dealt, against the game’s pay
table, and judge which of those cards give you the best chance of getting a high
scoring hand. Click on the cards you want to keep, these will be flagged as Held; all
remaining cards will be discarded when you Draw. You can Hold any, all or none of
the cards, at your own discretion.

The Draw

The Deal process is the same for each variation, but the Draw phase is different.






In Single, the Deal process gives you 5 cards. After you decide which cards
you want to Hold, the Draw phase replaces these cards with other cards from
the same deck.
In 10 Play games, after you decide which cards you want to Hold, the Draw
process creates 10 copies of your hand and then deals new cards to replace
the cards that were not held. The replacement cards are from 10 separate
decks. The results for each hand are displayed above the Pay Table.
In 50 Play games, after you decide which cards you want to Hold, the Draw
process creates 50 copies of your hand and then deals new cards to replace
the cards that were not held. The replacement cards are from 50 separate
decks. The results for each hand are displayed above the Pay Table.

Once you have selected which cards are to be held and which discarded, click the
Draw button. This will replace any cards from your hand that were not Held, and
leave you with your final hand. If the cards you are left with contain any of the
winning combinations listed in the Pay Table, you will have won a payout. If not, the
game is over.
For more details on winning hands, see Hand Ranks
After each game round ends, all the cards used are returned to the decks. The decks
are shuffled when the next game round starts.
Double or Collect?

When you have won a payout, the Double and Collect buttons then become active. If
you want to risk your payout on the chance to double it (potentially more than once),
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clicking the Double button allows you to play a mini-game to do so. If you want to
add the credits you just won straight into your account, click on the Collect button.




The double limit for all Single play Video Poker games is a win of: 500 credits.
The double limit for all 10 play Video Poker games is a win of: 1000 credits.
The double limit for all 50 play Video Poker games is a win of: 2000 credits.

Playing the game with a keyboard

If you are playing this type of game using a device with a mouse and keyboard, the
following keyboard keys can be used to control the game;
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Spacebar: Deal or Draw
Number keys 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5: Hold Cards (press again to remove Hold)
Ctrl and C: Collect (after a win)
Ctrl and D: Double (after a win)
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Video Poker: Double
If you win a payout at Video Poker, you can choose to gamble to increase your
winnings by clicking on the Double button, which initiates a mini-game, giving you
the chance to double your winnings.

The Player wins a round of the Double game: Jack vs 8.
You will be shown a different screen, with no Pay Table, but retaining the Cards and
Button Bar sections of the normal Video Poker screen. The card on the left will be
face-up, the remaining four cards will be face-down. To play the game, click on any
one of the four face-down cards. All four hidden cards will then be revealed and the
following situations are possible:




If the one you selected, which will be marked with a Held flag, is higher than
the card on the left, you will have doubled your initial winnings.
If your card was lower than the card on the left, you will have lost the payout
you just won from the main game and be returned to the Video Poker screen.
If your card was equal to the card on the left, you will not win or lose the
Double bet (this is a Push). You can chose to either Collect or try Double
again

Note: If you are playing a game that includes 2-Wild cards, these always have a
value of 2 during the Double game.
If you successfully double your winnings, you may then try to do so again, by clicking
the Double button on the Button Bar and gambling again, or to bank your winnings
by clicking the Collect button and returning to the Video Poker screen.
As long as you keep winning, you can keep clicking the Double button, up to the
allowed limit for the game. Each time you try to double, the bet is for double or quits;
i.e. if you lose, you forfeit everything you have just won, including your original
payout from the main game.




The double limit for all Single play Video Poker games is a win of: 500 credits.
The double limit for all 10 play Video Poker games is a win of: 1000 credits.
The double limit for all 50 play Video Poker games is a win of: 2000 credits.
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Game Details
Aces and Faces- Video Poker
Aces and Faces is a Video Poker game with higher payouts for winning hands with
face cards and Aces.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Aces and Faces rules and payouts:




Aces and Faces Poker
Aces and Faces Poker 10 Play
Aces and Faces Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:
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Bonus Deuces Wild - Video Poker
Bonus Deuces Wild is a Video Poker game with a four Wild cards.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Bonus Deuces Wild rules and payouts:




Bonus Deuces Wild Poker
Bonus Deuces Wild Poker 10 Play
Bonus Deuces Wild Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Cards with a value of 2 are displayed as Wild.
 A Wild card will substitute for other cards, to give the highest possible
win/payout for the hand.
 There are 4 of these, one for each suit.
 When these cards appear in the Double game, they have a value of 2
and are not wild.

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:


99.45%
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Bonus Poker - Video Poker
Bonus Poker is a Video Poker game with higher payouts for certain winning hands.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Bonus Poker rules and payouts:




Bonus Poker
Bonus Poker 10 Play
Bonus Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:
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Bonus Poker Deluxe - Video Poker
Bonus Poker Deluxe is a Video Poker game with higher payouts for certain winning
hands.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Bonus Poker Deluxe rules and payouts:




Bonus Poker Deluxe
Bonus Poker Deluxe 10 Play
Bonus Poker Deluxe 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:


99.45%
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Deuces Wild - Video Poker
Deuces Wild is a widely used Video Poker game with four Wild Cards.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Deuces Wild rules and payouts:




Deuces Wild Poker
Deuces Wild Poker 10 Play
Deuces Wild Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Cards with a value of 2 are displayed as Wild.
 A Wild card will substitute for other cards, to give the highest possible
win/payout for the hand.
 There are 4 of these, one for each suit.
 When these cards appear in the Double game, they have a value of 2
and are not wild.

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:
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Double Bonus Poker - Video Poker
Double Bonus Poker is a Video Poker game with higher payouts for certain winning
hands
There are 3 video poker games that use the Double Bonus Poker rules and payouts:




Double Bonus Poker
Double Bonus Poker 10 Play
Double Bonus Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:


99.45%
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Double Double Bonus Poker - Video Poker
Double Double Bonus Poker is a Video Poker game with higher payouts for certain
winning hands.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Double Double Bonus Poker rules and
payouts:




Double Double Bonus Poker
Double Double Bonus Poker 10 Play
Double Double Bonus Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:
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Jacks or Better Poker - Video Poker
Jacks Or Better is very simple and widely used Video Poker game.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Jacks or Better rules and payouts:




Jacks or Better Poker
Jacks or Better Poker 10 Play
Jacks or Better Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:


99.54%
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Joker Poker - Video Poker
Joker Poker is a Video Poker game with a Wild.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Joker Poker rules and payouts:




Joker Poker
Joker Poker 10 Play
Joker Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



53 Card Deck
Double Game

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Joker is a Wild card.
 A Wild card will substitute for other cards, to give the highest possible
win/payout for the hand.
 There is one Joker, it can appear as either red or blue
 The Joker card is not used in the Double game

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:
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Triple Double Bonus Poker - Video Poker
Triple Double Bonus Poker is a Video Poker game with higher payouts for certain
winning hands.
There are 3 video poker games that use the Triple Double Bonus Poker rules and
payouts:




Triple Double Bonus Poker
Triple Double Bonus Poker 10 Play
Triple Double Bonus Poker 50 Play

The features of this game are:



52 Card Deck
Double Game

When viewing game history in Playback for 10 Play and 50 Play games, the wins for
a 5 coin bet are shown
The overall return to player is calculated as:


98.15%
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Keno
Keno
Keno is a traditional “lottery” type game, in which players chose one or more
numbers between 1 and 80, and can win money depending on how many 'Hits' they
get on those numbers; that is, how many of them match with twenty numbers drawn
at random by the game.
Each play costs one coin, regardless of how many numbers you chose. Payouts vary
depending on the number of hits and the version of the game.
Some versions of Keno have additional bonus features which are explained on the
game screen.
There are currently three versions of Keno available. The main differences are
explained in the Special Features section.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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Keno: General Layout
The Board
The playing area in Keno is a grid of 80 numbers, each number can be chosen by
clicking on it. Each number will display in different colors depending on whether it
has been chosen by the player, and/or is a winning number (a 'Hit'). Players can
chose any amount of numbers between the minimum and maximum for the version
of the game being played.
See Board examples for each game...
Classic Keno
Chosen numbers are dark gray. Drawn numbers are light gray. Hits are yellow.
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Powerball Keno
Chosen numbers are blue. Drawn numbers are light gray. Hits are yellow. The
Powerball is red.
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Super Keno
Chosen numbers are blue. Drawn numbers are light gray. Hits are yellow. The Super
Keno ball is blue and yellow.
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Captain Keno
Chosen numbers are indented. Drawn numbers have a gray symbol. Hits have a
treasure chest symbol. Captains Picks that are not Hits have a red 'X' symbol.
Captains Picks that are Hits have a red outline.
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Pay Table
The Pay Table in Keno is at the left hand side of the screen. It indicates how many
numbers have been chosen by the player, and how much will be won depending on
how many winning numbers ('Hits') the player gets in the game.
The amount won in the most recent game (or the current one if the game is in
progress) is highlighted. The payout figure shows how many coins will be won. The
value of the win will depend on the denomination of the coin selected.
Each version of Keno has a different Paytable, more information is available in
Playing the Game.
See Example...
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An example of the Classic Keno Pay Table. Fifteen numbers have been chosen and
six are Hits. The highlighted number shows the payout.
Note - this is just an example; the actual Keno payouts may be different.

Recent Games Table
On the right-hand side of the screen is a table showing the results of recent plays. If
you are only playing one game at a time, only the result of the last game will be
shown. If you have selected the Auto Play function, a list of all the results from the
last batch of games will be displayed.
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The number in the Hits column shows how many winning numbers came up in that
game. If the player won a payout, the number will be highlighted.
If the game has a Special Feature and a multiplier has been applied to a win, this will
be shown next to the game it applied to.
See Example...

This is an example from Classic Keno. This table shows that of the six most recent
games, five of them resulted in payouts. Game number 3 did not win a payout, even
though the Hits column shows that there were two matching numbers.
Winning Number Line
At the bottom of the screen, just above the Button Bar, is the Winning Number
Line. When the game is played, all the chosen numbers will be displayed along
here. Any Hits will be highlighted. If the game has Special Features some of the
numbers may be displayed differently. The numbers will be displayed there until the
next game starts, or until the Clear button is clicked.
See Winning Line examples for each game...
Classic Keno
Hits are yellow.

Powerball Keno
Hits are yellow. If the last number drawn is a hit then it becomes a Powerball, and is
shown in red.

Super Keno
Hits are yellow. If the first number drawn is a hit then it becomes a Super Keno ball.

Captain Keno
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Hits are yellow. Any Captains Picks that are hits are shown in Red.
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Keno: Playing the Game
Selecting Numbers
The first thing to do when playing Keno is to choose your numbers. You must
always make at least the minimum number of choices specified by the game, but can
choose as many as you like, up to the maximum limit for the version of the game that
you are playing. The table below shows the details for each game.
To choose a number, simply click the desired number on the Keno Board. To
deselect it, click it again. Once you have reached the maximum number of choices,
you must either deselect some, or click the Clear button before you can choose
different ones.
While choosing, you can see how many numbers you have currently chosen, and
what the payout will be for different numbers of Hits will be, in the Pay Table on the
left of the Keno Board.
Remember: The payout will vary depending on the number of choices you make and
the version of Keno you are playing.

Game Name

Choice of Numbers Numbers Drawn

Classic Keno

1 to 15

20

Powerball Keno

2 to 10

20

Super Keno

1 to 10

20

Playing the Game
Once you have chosen the numbers you want to bet on, all you have to do is select
the denomination of coin you wish to use, (i.e. how much you want to bet) using the
Coin Selector, and then click the Play button.
The game will then 'Draw' and generate twenty numbers at random, which will be
displayed on the Winning Number Line. Any of them which match numbers you
choose will be counted as Hits, and highlighted both on the Keno Board, and on the
Winning Number Line. The total number of Hits will be recorded in the Recent
Games Table, and the number of coins you have won will be highlighted in the Pay
Table.
The amount you have won in Credits The actual "money" represented by coins and
chips. In "Real Money" games, credits are usually represented using the $ symbol,
or by the term "Practice Credits" in practice mode. A Credit is worth 100 centicredits. A Chip or coin marked 0.10 is worth 10 centi-credits. will be shown in the
Win Display.
If you want to play multiple games with the same numbers and the same coin value,
you can use the Auto Play facility.
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Results and Payouts
Every time you play a game of Keno, you bet one coin of the value shown on the
Coin Selector. The amount you win depends on two things:


How many numbers you chose



How many Hits you got

If you get a low number of Hits, the payout might be 0.5, meaning that you win back
half your stake (this is an example, not all games have this size of payout). After
each game, the Pay Table will show you both how many Hits you got and how many
coins you have won; the Recent Results Table will tell you how many Hits you got,
and the Win Display on the Toolbar will show how much your win is worth in Credits
The actual "money" represented by coins and chips. In "Real Money" games, credits
are usually represented using the $ symbol, or by the term "Practice Credits" in
practice mode. A Credit is worth 100 centi-credits. A Chip or coin marked 0.10 is
worth 10 centi-credits..
When you win, the Payout table will highlight to show the size of your win. Wins are
calculated by multiplying the bet size by the highlighted number in the Payout table.
For example, a bet of 2 credits with a payout of 4 would return a win of 8 credits (2 x
4).
Special Features
As well as the basic game of Keno, Classic Keno, some versions have special
features which allow you to win a bonus that is not part of the normal game.
Different versions of Keno can also have different maximum and minimum numbers
of choices, and different payouts for the number of Hits.
Some versions of Keno have unique features that can increase the value of your
wins.
Powerball Keno – The 20th number drawn becomes a Powerball if it matches one
of the players chosen numbers. When this happens; the total win amount is
multiplied by 4, the Powerball is shown in red on the Winning Number Line and a ‘4x’
indicator is added to the Payout and Recent Results table.
Super Keno – The 1st number drawn becomes a Super Keno ball if it matches one
of the players chosen numbers. When this happens; the total win amount is
multiplied by 4, the Super Keno ball is highlighted on the Winning Number Line and a
‘4x’ indicator is added to the Payout and Recent Results table.
Playing the game with a keyboard
If you are playing this type of game using a device with a mouse and keyboard, the
following keyboard keys can be used to control the game;
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Spacebar: Play
D key: Play
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Keno: Button Bar
Keno: Button Bar
The selection of numbers in Keno is all done through the board itself, and the Button
Bar is used primarily for selecting the value of the coin you are using, and to start the
game. The controls found on the Keno Button Bar include the following:



Ticker Display. This is the display window at the top of the Button Bar on
most games. It displays information relevant to the game. The exact
information given varies between games.



Coins Balance Display. This display is found on the left of the Button Bar,
and shows you how many Coins you have left to bet. Note that this will vary
depending on the value of the coins you are using.



Coin Selector (Coins). The Coin Selector shows the coin-value that is
currently selected for betting on this game. To change the value of the coins
you are using, click on the Coin Selector. Each time you click, the Selector
will increase the denomination of the coin, until the highest value coin
available is shown, after which it will return to the lowest value. Simply click
on the Coin Selector until the coin you want is displayed.



Auto Play Button. The Auto Play button allows you to play the game a
number of times automatically, using the numbers and bet size you have
already chosen. Once activated, the Auto Play will continue placing bets
automatically, until the number of auto-plays has been completed. The
Recent Games Table on the right of the game screen will tell you how many
auto-plays have already been run, and the number of Hits scored in each.
While the Auto Play facility is in progress, the button changes into a Stop Auto
button. Clicking the Stop Auto button will end the Auto Play sequence at the
end of the current game.



Bet Display. The Bet Display is just above the Clear Button, and it shows the
total number of Credits that are set to be bet on the next game. In Keno, this
is always the same as the coin value.



Clear Button. The Clear button resets the game completely, clearing all
selected numbers from the Keno Board, removing the previous game’s
numbers from the Winning Number Line, and clearing the contents of the
Recent Games Table.



Win Display. The Win Display is on the right, just above the Play Button. It
shows the amount – in credits – that has been won on the current, or most
recent game.
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Play Button. The Play button starts a single run of Keno, betting one coin of
the specified value on the numbers chosen at that time by the player.
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Coin Selector
A coin Selector allows you to select the value of the coins that you are betting on a
particular game. You can change the value of the coins you are using by clicking on
the Coin Selector button on the game’s Button Bar. The Coin Selector button will
look like a coin of the value that is currently selected.
Clicking on the Coin Selector button will increase the value of the coins you are
betting to the next denomination coin available. Clicking repeatedly will increase the
value up to the maximum coin size available, and then return to the lowest value coin
used in that game.
Note: Not all games use the same selection of coins, so certain coin values will be
unavailable in some games.
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Keno: Auto Play
Clicking the Auto (or Auto Play) button on the Button Bar will
open a pop-up panel that allows you to set the game to make a
number of automatic bets on your behalf, up to a maximum of
20. You can adjust the number of automatic plays, either by
clicking on one of the numbered buttons (clicking 20 will set the
game to play 20 times), or by increasing and decreasing the
number using the + and - buttons.
Once you have specified the number of automatic plays you
want, click on the Start button. If you decide that you do not
want to use the Auto Play facility, click on the X button in the top right hand corner of
the Auto Play panel.
Stopping an Auto Play Sequence

While Auto Plays are in progress, the Auto Play button changes into a Stop Auto
button. Clicking the Stop Auto button will end the Auto Play sequence at the end of
the current game.
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Game Details
Classic Keno
Classic Keno is our simple, straightforward Keno game.
The features of this game are:



Chose 1-15 numbers from 80
20 balls drawn

The overall return to player is calculated as:


RTP for 1 choice is 75.0%. RTP for 2 to 15 choices is between 92.1% (2
choices) and 94.9% (13 choices).
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Powerball Keno
Powerball Keno is a Keno game with a fixed multiplier feature.
The features of this game are:



Choose 2-10 numbers from 80
20 balls drawn

Unique features and rules of this game are:


All wins x4 when hitting the 20th ball (Powerball)

The overall return to player is calculated as:
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RTP for 2 choices is 90.6%. RTP for 3 to 10 choices is between 94.4% and
95.2%
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Super Keno
Super Keno is a Keno with a fixed multiplier on a super hero theme.
The features of this game are:



Choose 1-10 numbers from 80
20 balls drawn

Unique features and rules of this game are:


All wins x4 when hitting the 1st ball (Super Keno Ball)

The overall return to player is calculated as:


RTP for 1 to 10 choices is between 93.8% and 94.9%
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Scratch Card
Scratch Card
Our Scratch Cards are online versions of the cards popular throughout the world.
Scratch Cards are simple and fast to play. After buying a card, players 'scratch'
areas or panels on the cards to reveal symbols. If the correct symbols are revealed,
players will win a payout. Payout sizes depend on the coin size used to purchase the
card, and the types of symbol revealed.
Some scratch cards have additional features, which are explained in Playing the
Game.
For more detailed information about these games, there are pages for each game in
the Game Details section.
When playing this type of game, your bets may be affected if you lose your
connection to our servers. For more information, see Disconnections and Game
Errors.
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Scratch Card: General Layout
The Buttons
The controls for the game are displayed along the bottom of the games screen. See
Button Bar for details.
The Panels
The areas to scratch are separated into panels. Each panel will reveal a symbol
when scratched. Some games have a Multiplier panel too.
See Example

Each yellow box shows a different panel
The Result
After revealing the necessary number of panels or symbols, the result of the card is
displayed. If the result is a win then the win amount, in coins, is displayed.
See Example
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This example shows a win of 4 coins.
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Scratch Card: Button Bar
The controls found on the Scratch Card Button Bar include the following:



Ticker Display. This is the display window at the top of the Button Bar. It
displays information relevant to the game. The exact information given varies
between games.



Coins Balance Display. This display is found on the left of the Button Bar,
and shows you how many Coins you have left to bet. Note that this will vary
depending on the value of the coins you are using.



Coin Selector (Coins). The Coin Selector shows the coin-value that is
currently selected for betting on this game. This is a summary of the Bet that
is currently selected. To change the value of the coins/bet you are using, click
on the Coin Selector. Each time you click, the Selector will increase the
denomination of the coin, until the highest value coin available is shown, after
which it will return to the lowest value. Simply click on the Coin Selector until
the coin you want is displayed. The area next to the Coin Selector shows the
total number of Credits that are set to be bet on the next game. In Scratch
Cards, this is always the same as the coin value.



Auto Play. This button displays Start Auto by default. This button activates
the Auto Play feature, which allows you to play the game a number of times
automatically, using the bet size you have already chosen. Before starting to
Auto Play, you must first decide how many cards you wish to play, using the
numbered, '+' and '-' buttons above Start Auto. Once activated, Auto Play will
continue placing bets automatically, until the number of auto-plays has been
completed. While the Auto Play facility is in progress, the button changes into
a Stop Auto button and shows the number of remaining cards above it.
Clicking the Stop Auto button will end the Auto Play sequence at the end of
the current game.



Win Display. The Win Display is underneath the Ticker. It shows the amount
– in credits – that has been won on the current, or most recent game.



New Card. The New Card button buys a single card, which costs one coin of
the specified value on the Coin Selector. After selecting New Card, play
commences and the button changes to Scratch All. Selecting Scratch All
automatically reveals all the cards symbols.
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Scratch Card: Playing the Game
Selecting a Card
Before buying a scratch card, set the Coin Selector to the bet size you wish to make.
When you click New Card, a single card is purchased at the value of the bet size. If
you select Auto Play then each of the cards purchased during Auto Play will cost the
same as the bet size.
Playing the Game
Once you have clicked New Card, all the panels on the card become active. Select
each panel to scratch it and reveal its symbol. Repeat this for all the symbol panels,
and also the multiplier panel (if available), to reveal the final result.
During each reveal of the symbols, if a win occurs then the remainder of the cards
symbols are automatically revealed.
To reveal all panels automatically, click Scratch All after selecting New Card.
If the card wins, the amount you have won will be displayed in the Result area and
the Win Display.
If you want to play multiple games with the same bet size, you can use the Auto Play
facility.


When using Auto Play, the number of game rounds remaining is shown above
the Stop Auto button.

Results and Payouts
In order to win, the symbols revealed on a card must match the rules for winning.
Most scratch cards require several symbols of the same type to be revealed. For
example; match 3 of 9.

Game
Name

Number of
Panels to
Scratch

Symbols

Number of matching
Symbols needed to
Win

Multiplier?

Berry
Picker

10

1, 2, 5, 10, 25,
50, 100, 200

3

Yes: x1, x2,
x3, x5

Lucky
Scratch

9

1, 2, 5, 10, 20,
50

3

No

The size of the win depends on the winning symbols and the coin size used to
purchase the card. If the game has a Multiplier feature, the win amount is multiplied
by it.
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Win amounts are shown in both Coins and in Credits. The number of Coins won is
displayed in the result after a win. The total credits won is displayed above 'Win' in
the button bar.
See Example

Winning symbol: 2
Multiplier: x2
Win amount in Coins: 4 (Winning Symbol of 2 x Multiplier of 2)
Win amount in Credits: 20.00 (Winning Symbol of 2 x Multiplier of 2 x Coin Size of
5.00)
Note: This example is for a game with the multiplier feature. For scratch card games
without the multiplier feature, the multiplier is always the equivalent of x1
Playing the game with a keyboard
If you are playing this type of game using a device with a mouse and keyboard, the
following keyboard keys can be used to control the game;


Spacebar: New Card and Scratch All
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Game Details
Berry Picker - Scratch Card
Berry Picker is a scratch card game with a berries/foraging theme.
The features of this game are:



Match 3 from 9
Multiplier (up to x5)

Unique features and rules of this game are:




Every game includes a multiplier prize;
 If 3 of 9 regular symbols are matched, then the multiplier is applied to
the winning symbols value to calculate the total win.
Games played using the Auto Play feature are summarised in a 'Payout' table.

The overall return to player is calculated as:
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Total player return % = 96.54%
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Lucky Scratch - Scratch Card
Lucky Scratch is a simple scratch card game.
The features of this game are:



Match 3 from 9
No multipliers (all wins are x1)

Unique features and rules of this game are:


Games played using the Auto Play feature are summarised in an 'Auto
History' table.

The overall return to player is calculated as:


Total player return % = 95.96%
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Game Payouts
Return to Player Percentages for each game type:









Video Slots: 93.19%
Classic Slots: 92.87%
Video Pokers: 99.09%
Blackjack games: 99.74%
Roulette games: 96.02%
3 Card Poker games: 97.15%
Keno games: 93.95%
Scratch Card games: 96.25%

These values are based on total wins divided by total bets.
These values are the average across all games of each type.
Each value is theoretical and was calculated after simulating millions of game
rounds.
The rules of each game and the accuracy of these values are audited by
independent organizations.
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Disconnections and Game Errors
Each game connects to a Casino infrastructure that has been designed to rapidly
process bets. After receiving a bet request from a Players client, the Casino
infrastructure quickly generates a random result and returns this to the Players client.
Whilst playing a game, if there is a disconnection to the Casino infrastructure that is
caused by the Players machine or their internet connection then:



The result of the last bet or action from the Player will stand, even if the Player
was not able to see this result.



When the Players client or internet connection resumes normal operation, the
result of the last bet processed by the Casino infrastructure will be displayed
when the relevant game is re-opened.



If a disconnection happens whilst playing a game with multiple game states
(e.g. Blackjack), then the Player will be able to resume their game from the
last game state the Casino infrastructure processed.

In the event of a disconnection or outage caused by the Casino infrastructure itself:



The result of a bet request will only stand if the bet was received and
completely processed by the Casino infrastructure.



If the Casino infrastructure was not able to process the bet completely then
the bet amount is returned to the Players balance. This happens
automatically, shortly after the Casino infrastructure resumes normal
operation.

Other information:



The results of every bet and game round processed by the Casino
Infrastructure can be reviewed by Players using the Playback feature,
available from the My Account screen.
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Following a disconnection of any type, if you can no longer open or play a
game and/or are receiving error messages from the Client, please contact
your Casino Support team.



If you have any queries or complaints about a bet or a game result, review
Playback first and then contact your Casino Support team.
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